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Sarah Quinn

A MAJOR fund-raising
appeal has been launched by
EUSA (Edinburgh University Students' Association) in
the wake of the Guthrie
Street disaster.
Already collections in the student unions have topped £1,000,

The evacuation of College Wynd

and plans are being made for citywide appeal being organised
further fund-raising events. It is
by the local council. I would like
hoped that a benefit concert will to stress that it is not going to
be held on Friday night in ChamESCA or the University settlement."
·
bers Street, if available, or the
Student Refectory, with Goodbye
Between fifty and one hundred
Mr Mackenzie being pencilled in
Edinburgh students were forced
as the headline band.·
· to move from the University flats
in
College
Wynd
which
Jimmy Quinn, EUSA president, told Student "The money is
neighbours Guthrie Street.
Despite initial assurances that
to go to those made homeless in
the explosion. All the money colthe students would be able to
lected will be handed over to the
reoccupy their flats within a few
days, all of those affected are still
living in temporary accommodation. At present many have been
told that there is no prospect of
them returning until the beginning of next week, nearly two
weeks after the explosion took
place.
The delays have fuelled fears
that the damage, which was
thought to be largely superficial at
firs..t, may be in fact more serious.
However work is still being carried out to gauge how· seriously
the blast affected the structure
and foundations of the flats.
In the interim as many as fifty
students have been housed in
Common Rooms, as well as vacant rooms in Pollock, and free
meals have also been provided for
the students affected. While many
have opted to stay with friends,
one student said she had been
offered' temporary hotel accomm-.
odation until the matter was resol·
ved.
She went on to complain that
the students in College Wynd
were only allowed between five
and ten minutes to carry what they
could from their flats before the
area was sealed off. At present to
obtain access to their flats they
have to be accompanied by a
police officer and ensure that any
possessions they · ·remove are
recorded.
Beyond this there was a general
feeling that the SAS could keep
the students better informed as,
by way of contrast, the Guthrie
Street Residents Association has
Photo: .Tiddy Maitland-Titterton
produced a daily newsletter to

treet
-

The scale

of the destruction

keep residents up to date with thelatest developments.
The explosion, which occurred
last Wednesday at 7.30 am, completely destroyed 27 Guthrie
Street, and other buildings in the
street have since had to be pulleddown.
Edinburgh University Settlement, which runs sever,:tl cpmmunity-based projects, now faces
long term difficulties. The Microbeacon Centre based at 25 Gut-

Photo: Tiddy Maitland-Titterton

hrie Street, has lost thousands of pounds worth of computer equipment.
Nick Flavin, director of EU Settlement told Student, "We are not
only going to have ·our work cut
out finding replacement equipjllent and suitable premises, but
the loss of records stored on the
computers is irreplaceable. "
Furthermore, the Settlement is
also in danger of having to hand
Continued on page 3 ·
I
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Porritt preaches
'Green' consciousness
by Susan Stephen

"IF THERE is to be any hope
for the survival of our environment in the 1990s and
beyond, we must all become
aware of our own responsibility to it and alter our lifestyles
accordingly."
This was the message cieiivereci
by Jonathan Porritt, director of
Friends of the Earth, to a crowded
_lunchtime audience in Teviot
Union's Park Room last Friday.
In his speech., Mr Porritt discussed the three different levels individual , governmental and
international -which the Greens

stµdent
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. must address, to have any chance
of preventing the eventual
destruction of our world.
Individuals, he said, were made
more aware of the state of the
environment by green consumerism, although many Greens
·privately disagreed
whether
·events such as Green shopping
Day didn't merely encourage gre- 1
ater ni"aterialism.
Politically,
Porritt welcomed the "greening" of the parliamentary system, even if it
meant politicians of all persuasions were incorporating green
ideology into their policies. He
said he would rather the parties
· competed amongst themselves
over ecological, as opposed to

political, issues .

Resignation
forces
by-election

In inte'rnational circles, M; Porritt expressed his concern that the
real environmental problems exist
in the developing world - where
the environment - has to be
destroyed so that one can live and in the Eastern Block, where '
40 years of communism has the
created conditions for a "virtual
ecological apocalypse."
Finishing his talk on an optimistic note, Mr Porritt pointed out
that awareness had to be the first
step towards change, and that the'
Greens were dependent as anyone else on people realising their
own interest in the condition of
the world we live in.

Principal makes awards'
the reputation of the University."

achieved s~ccess for the University in both the sporting and \
The prize, bequeathed by Wil- academic fields; and James Hen- ·
LAST MONDAY after-:
liam Darling, a former Lord Pro- derson, described by the Principal
noori, Edinburgh University vost of Edinburgh , was given to as "the most outstanding athlete
Principal, Sir David Smith, Miss Elizabeth Currie, a Divinity in the University" who has a
presented the annual Darling ' graduate who has piooeered a "modest, unassuming nature'
Awards to three students new phase of activity based on the which helps him to be "such an
Miss. excellent representative and
who "have done in any year Grassmarket nuss10n;
Wendy
Nicholson,
who
has ambassador of our University."
most to advance or enhance
by Hamish McKay

CAMPUS
TO
CAMPUS
crmpiled by
Zoe Pagnamenta
and
Craig Willh~ms

e

Many universities this
week have been having to
deal with severe student
accommodation problems
at the beginning of a new
academic year. In most
cases this seems to be due to
over-subscription and · better A-levels than expected.
HULL: Hall life is proving
difficult at the moment
with jun'ior common rooms
functioning as temporary
dormitories for homeless

NIGEL GRIFFITHS, MP

students. With landlords ing Barry Island, a Butlin's
catching on, rents for . hollday camp, into a home
rooms have rocketed from for 400 students. Formerly
£15 to £35 in the course of a resident on campus camp
few months. · Apparently beds, the students are now
the university may have to in comfortable chalets a
postpone its plans to con- mere one and a half hours'
vert some of Hull's existing , bus ride away.
·
hall facilities into a luxury
conference centre.
DUNDEE: Meanwhile, ali
LEEDS: Meanwhile, at is not doom and gloom at
Leeds the university has set Dundee. Their Freshers'
up 400 new students in Week was only nearly cancaravans until Christmas . celled by the last-minute
. owing to one hall of resi- withdrawal of its three big
dence's failure to make its acts: Gun, Ben Elton a:nd
the
Kevin
McDermott
renovation deadline.
Orchestra.
STRATHCLYDE:
The
Reasons given respeccatalogue of errors contively
were the desire not
tinues with Strathclyde
to
play
any student gigs(!),
using hotels and an old
building they no longer too many -Dundee Univerintended to use as a house sity gigs, and financial
problems.
for
students.
.
_,
So far all the medics
CARDIFF takes the prize have behaved themselves
·for solving its student hous- and student ~nthusiasm is
ing problem by transform- still high.

by Steve Martin

THE EVSA Deputy President, Ri.c hard Urquhart, has
been disqualified from office,
causing the first by-election
f
bb · 1
or a _sa. a,tic~ poS t in th e
Associat_1on s ,?1s~ory. ,,
A_ccordmg to Laigh Y e~r ,;egulations stud~nts mu~t b~ m · · ·
~ood academ1~ standmg. to qua!1fy for sabbatical status. On Sep!ember . 30th Urquhar~ ~as
mformed
by
Umvers1ty
authorities_ ~hat he did not meet
these conditwns.
.
Su,bseq1;1ently the Deputy Presidents duties have been share? <;mt
among_st the three re~ammg
~xecutive members creatmg an
mcrea~ed workload, but . not,
a~cordmg .to EUSA president
Jimmy Qmnn, any maJor prob· !ems.
"The world w?n't fall apart
because we haven t got a Deputy

President. " Whifsf desqibing the
loss of Urquhart as "very disappointing," he expressed confi-.
dence in the existing structure of
union conveners to maintain the
running of day to day student services, and pointed out that the
Deputy President's job was concerned mainly with long- term '
planning and decision making.
· It is hoped by all sides that the
by-election will provoke more
interestthan the original ballot in
May when Urquhart won a clear
majority, but on a turn out of jus1
. 17%.
During his short stay in office,
he achieved at least one of his
campaign pledges, namely the
EUSA takeover of University run
food outlets, such as the David
Hume Tower basement cafe.
Polling . will take plac.e- on
Thursday 26th October, and with
only eight months of office Iefi to
run, the winner will not be
required to take a sa_laried break
from their studies.

LOTHIAN REGION COUNCIL
Department of Social Work

BREAKS & OPPORTUNITIES
SCHEME
HELP AND ADVICE
Every Friday & Every Monday
from 9am-10am at 93 Causewayside
And Third Saturday of Every Month
9 am Burdiehouse/Soutbhouse
Community Centre, Burdiehouse Street
10.15 am Liberton High School,.
Gilmerton Road
11.30 am James Gmespie's High School,
Lauderdale Street
Or contact the Labour Party HQ
93 Causewayside (Tel: 662 4520).

Labour-Serving Our Community

Could you care for someone with learning difficulties (mental
handicap) for 2/3 weeks at a time to give them a break and new
experiences? Or could you become a Befriender to help
somebody with ordinary activities in the community? Expenses
are paid to both Carers and Befrienders. To find out more please
contact:

ROSEMARY LAXTON, Co-ordinator,
Breaks and Opportunities Scheme,
20-22 Albany Street,
Edinburgh.
Tel: 031-556 9140.

Graduate to top quality shoes.
If you would like to graduate
to all leather shoes all at
reduced prices, come along
to _Shoestring at 151
Lothian Road. We
won't ask you to pass
any exams, but
you can put
us to the
test.

151 LOTHIAN ROAD

-GREYFRIARSBOBBY
QUITE SIMPLY
GOOD HOME COOKING

. ~2 Noon- _9 p.m.

:

OPEN SUNDAY
LUNCHTIME & EVENING

•
34-CANDLDIAKER ROW
EDINBURGH
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Accommodation
dearth
confronts Freshers
ings will be placed ih University
lodgings by the end of the week."
According to Mr Stuart, the
SEVENTY of this year's problem is nothing new. "We've
Freshers spent the past week had to place students in temporary lodgings during the beginning
in hotels or other "temporary of
three out of the last few years."
lodgings"· since the Student
Furthermore, he told Student
Accommodatjon
Service that although the lodging shortage
(SAS) could -not find them is unfortuante·, it is not an unusual'
· occurence at Scottish UniverUniversity lodgings.
"I haven't met anyone, " said a sities. "In fact, it's a lot worse at
Fresher from Cambridge, who is other Universities," he said.
"But since Universities are
one of those placed in hotels. "It's
been hard because everyone else accepting more students, there
has a group offr~ds they've met will inevitably be lodging shorwhere they live . T y all go out in tages. This year the University of
groups. It's hard t break into Edinburgh accepted approximately 250 more students than it
those groups."
The Director of the- SAS , Mr did the year before. Also, more
overseas students arrived than
A.M . Stuart, commen~d: "It's
basically a bottleneck problem, were expected."
In talking to several American
with a lot of people (stucteQ!s)
coming to the same place looking students, Student has discovered
for the same thing (lodgings)." their dissatisfaction with the Uni. However , he moved to reassure· -· versity lodging they received. "I
those unconvinced , saying "All of come all the way to Scotland and
t he Freshers in temporary lodg- . they giv~ J!le an American room
by Anne Stuhldrewer

EU Charities
suffer

mate," said one girl from New .,
York. "the rest of my student
house is full of international students. I came to Scotland to meet
Scottish people,· I wish I could
hav'e been housed with some."
Mr Stuart said "It is impossible ·to
place international students with
home students of their own year."
As to whether the housing shortage will continue to be a problem
of future years - "That depends
on a lot of factors beyond our control. Housi1g all of the incoming
students is not a precise science;
we never know how many students are coming until they get
here. If we acquire too many lodgings, we have dissatisfied proper
owners."
_"I admit that it's not the best
way to start off the year ," Stuart
added, "but over 2,000 students
applied for University lodging;
only seventy were placed in temporary lodging."

continued from page 1

back a recently received grant of
£60,000 awarded by.the Carnegie
Trust in recognition of successful
pioneering work with people suffering from senile dementia.
ESCA's (Edinburgh Students
Charities Appeal) office , also
being severely damaged in the
explosion, has lost extensive
records , thousands of collecting
cans and £1 ,000 of new T-shirts.
However, the smooth running
of ESCA's Freshers' Week timetable continued, organsied strenously from a temporary office in
the Pleasance.
At the time of going to press,
the , University Staff Club was

Ph~o: Tiddy Maitland-Titterton

Salvaging the Settlement

expected to be "partially opened"
yesterday , but a date has not yet
been fixed for the re~opening of its
neighbour, Chambers Street
Union
As has been widely reported
the explosion claimed two lives Nicola Donelly (21), a student at
Napier Polytechnic, and Peter
Small , a 35 year old lecturer at
. Edinburgh's Stevenson College.

A housekeeper · in the Staff
Club, Helen Lawerie (47), has
been treated for shock, cuts and
bruises, following her being sho-wered by flying glass when the
Guthrie
Street
tenement
,
exploded.
' The cause of the explosion has
now been established as a gas leak
in the mains leading to Guthrie
Street.

"Student" wishes to make it clear that there was an unqualified, and indirect, quote applied in last
week's article headed "Edinburgh lecturers confused by UFC exercise". The article should have said
Edinburgh was at the "bottom half", not bottom. We apologise for any inconvenience caused.

-rlT,Y /jo,,o
I...IJ/CLES
Muriel Gray.

had made a real effort to come,
but that filming committnents
ensured she was roving all over
·EDINBURGH University the 'country.
Rector, Ms. Muriel Gray,
"It was an enormous disaplast Monday failed to address pointment to me," Ms. Gray said.
the University's opening "I was looking forward to it, but I
_ceremony in McEwan Hall.
was in Cornwall one moment
Part of the Freshers' Week interviewingJamesLovelock,and
programme, the annual event is in Lochiner the next with Charan introduction to some of the lotte Rampling. Both had to be
· main-personalities who officially interviewed last week."
represent the University. These _ Ms. Gray further indicated that
include the Rector, the Principal these dates had previously been
· and the four Students' Associa- changed, and disclosed that her
fion sabbaticals.
new television series, "Walkie
However, in speaking to Stu- Talkie", will ~!so feature the
dent, Ms. Gray explained that she. Duke of Westmmster.
by News Reporter

EDINBURGH'S PREMIER SHOP
End of Season Clearance
with upto

STUDENT SPECIAL
FREE WINE
at

1PASTilFJi.OiO
TH6FRESH PASTA RESTAURANT

£1000FF

OFFER

TOURING AND MOUNTAIN
BIKES

½ Litre of Wine
w_ith every two main
courses served.
Sun. to Wed. inc.
Offer ends 1 Nov. 1989.

VISIT OUR HUGE
SHOWROOM NOW!

30 RODNEY STREET
EDINBURGH
031-557 2801

crisi

Voucher or Student Matriculation Card to be presented._
• -

PASTIFICIO

23 North Bridge (Tel: 031 556 6467)
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:
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regarding expulsion of political IN KEEPING with the ferrefugees will be met with renewed vent Bush campaign against
action.
drugs currently S)Veeping the
The ease with which the group US, under-age drinking has
stormed the airport terminal a nd also become a target for a
shouted anti-racism slogans over a crackdown.
megaphone before going out onto . In Claremont, California, two
the tarmac has worried the Oslo
by Sophy Higgins
··
.colleges have recently announced
Police and airport aut h ontles, 'strict measures to counteract
st
IN THE UK it takes a few who are now preparing to ep up illegal drinking by under-2ls. The
tabloid ;eporters to doff - security at Fornebu.
move towards a stricter alcohol
boilersuits, sneak unnoticed
by Lara Burns
policy was instigated last spring
aboard a Boeing747 and then
when Scripps College limited the
announce their adventure to BURMESE students living alcohol served at campus parties .
the awaiting public, before in refugee camps in Thailand to beer and
d
1·wine.· The newly
h. h
are starting to play a more announce po icy 1s one w 1c ·
airport authorities will admit
·
involves carding people at parties
that security is lacking.
active role in military group- in order to ensure that only those
In Norway, this same lack of ings and actions against Bur- over 21 are drinking alcohol. Parsecurity was highlighted recently mese troops.
ties of over 30 people are required
of
Around 4,000 people, two- ' to appoint "servers". The "serwhen
a
large _ group
demonstrators stormed Fornebu thirds of whom are students, live vers" must be 21 and have taken a
international airport in Oslo, to in the camps close to tli.e Burmese , course on "how to properly distriprotest againstthe expulsion of six · border. The situation in these : bute and serve beverages at parChilean refugees from the coun- . .camps has recently improved to ties".
try .
some extent, due to relief agenThe college authorites refuse to
Until recently, Norway has cies' donations of vital materials, be embarrassed by their someaccepted large numbers of politi-i food and clothing.
what draconian measures, but see
cal refugees from around the
However, the enforced insec- them as "a courageous step".
world, primarily Vietnamese urit'.Y of life in the camps and the Meanwhile, the red dots which
'boat-people. However, in the past act~ons of the Burmese govern- , are required on student IDs as
couple of years, the Norwegian ment has driven students in par- proof of being 21 have become hot
authorities
have
introduced ticular to become increasingly property. One student who had
tighter controls on immigration involved in military action. been involved in a humanitarian
and this latest expulsion is one of Indeed, many still live secretly in distribution of the dots, claimed
many.
Burmese villages, or camps in the that three-quarters of students
In
this
incident,
the mountains. The Thai government already had them.
demonstrators went out onto the is worried ~y the students' growrunway, where an SAS flight 10 ing activism and has issued stateCopenhagen was waiting to leave ments stating that border districts We need writers interested in
· with the six Chileans aboard. The should be monitored, and that the international affairs, and the culdemonstrators, calling themselves Burmese people should not be tures and politics of other nations.
"Anti-racism in Oslo", later allowed to enter the central dis- Anyone interested in writing,
issued a press statement in which tricts of Thailand or Bangkok translating, or helping to run our
_they claimed that their intention itself. According to ]3urmese International Student News Serhad not been to prevent the sources in Thailand, this reaction vice - please get involved!
_refugees from being sent out of has resulted in an estimated 5,000
the countr_y but merely to show arrests or cases of missing persons MEETINGS: 1.15 pm every Wedsupport for them . However, they in the last year, the majority of nesday at the Student offices, 48
Pleasance.
stated that government policies whom are students. _

INTERNATIONAL
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• Detention
• File
ZAIRE has ratified many
international human rights
treaties. Although the · possession and distribution of
these texts is legal, Zaire's
·· internal security service has
recently detained four people
for possession of human
rights documents and maintaining contacts with inteTnational human rights groups.
Mungala Ngolu- Ndoki, Direc-_
tor in the Administration of
Higher Education, and Ngoye
Bomengo Wa Kabongo, a pharmacist, were arrested in the capital , Kinshasa, on September 16.
They were arrested for maintaining contacts with the New Yorkbased Lawyers Committee for
Human Rights who had visited.
Kinshasa the previous month .
They were also apparently found
in possession of United Nation
human rights documents. Mungala Ngolu Ndoki was previously
arrested in 1986 for his suspected
membership of an opposition
group.
Umene Samba and Kalolo
Nkima were arrested on 26
August. A spokesman for the governmental Department of the
Rights and Freedoms of the Citizen claimed the two had distributed undisclosed tracts.

Cartoon by Eduardo

· Although Kalolo Nkima has
seen been released, the other
three are still being held.

BICYCLES .
NICE WORK ...
·REPAIRED
. IF YOU KNOW HOW lllil liit:i il I
1

HIRED

THE

SOLD

AREERS
OOK

BEST SELECTION OF
MOUNTAIN BIKES
IN EDINBURGH

SALE NOW
ON
CENTRAL CYCLE HIRE
13 LOCHRIN-PLACE
TOLLCROSS 228 6333

Edited by KLAUS BOEHM and
JENNY LEES-SPALDING
I
Want to work for yourself?
Want to be your own boss?
Want to save the environment or start a
snail fann?
Magic your wa:-; to stardom?
Or make a living out of motE>rbikes?

•

We could be all the help you need .
THE CAREERS BOOK - over 250 job profiles, covering
-freelance work, work in CQ;:Qpem~, professional

WAVERLEY MARKET
PRINCES STREET
EDINBURGH
031-556 1374

A warm wtkomt awaits you at the

= =

ARGYLE
BAR

You can take it
and ...

A fine selection of real ales
OPEN ALLDAY
A selec1ion ofhome-cooked lunches
served bttwten 12 noon and 2pm

You'll find us at

ISBN O333 48261 1 Price £8.99

15 Argyle Place
Edi·nburgh

30 THE GRASSMARKET · EDINBURGH · 225 6464

-

•:•,

"Pay ii\.your grant
cheque•··a._d they
imm_e_diately'gne y~u
. "'"""·"--··:·:·.:~~ti"o~~:~;i.;]'ou could·;~, .. ·-:-::.

·:';;t:-;~;;;

l "

return even

if you had shares in self-ironing shirts!'

·- -

- RAINS

Just don't ask me how a-can-opener works!'

···=\.
"Oh yeSt,~ _interest-free

-:··-:··.::_..
·=:-

·.. . -..·.··.?~!~r~~~;P,i~:~~:~'.~~-)=
indispens.-ble:1·inean,
CDs aren't cheap ...

... .......

-:::··:::='''

:,~-~~~~
l\~"\.;:.._-.....:::~~~--:;:Th~l:,~:::-:···

\~ttt:.~:-~~~= -~.

"4am.

I th~11ght I'd check_Jb~ bank balAA~~- usi-ng, mxJree
. -,;:,IL,nl,.~• JlAMJ,,iw,
Speedlink t~ne'J>-ad. , , d ·ir4·~;.:::J=,th·~ ;~ht I was dreami~'i !
~T/Wlf:,1,NFrlfl'V''::J
·-~·-.
; •• ··!·:· . -.• -• -.·.·.··-·-·.·:-·-·······
I was dreaming!'
....... ..·..·.,....·.··.·-·.·-----.,.,..w.·.-.·.············-············ ···· ························w .·.·.·.·.·.·-·.· · ········-····· · ••·•

"Which bank ?
TSB - the student bank.
fur details,

'

work up some chemistry
with branch staff.

00tD
BANK

·'

the student

• Or your award letter. • • TSB Clydesdale Bank, NatWest and
Midland Bank ATMs - 4,392 throughout Britain.
TSB Scotland pie. Registered Office: Henry Duncan House,
120 George Street, Edinburgh EHZ 4LH. Registered in Scotland:
Number 95237. TSB Scotland pie is a member oflMRO.
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SUDAN
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focus
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Barriers to relief

. Since last year's famine, relief workers in the
Sudan are still working to improve the longterm situation. Michael Barron talked to
Willem Bakker, a field officer of World Vision
International, about his work there.
· WILLIEM BAK~ER is a has been handicapped by lack of
field-officer for World Vision fovestment and the ravages of civil
.International. He is of Dutch war.
World Vision had collected
origin but now lives in Scotthese supplies through private
land and has a son and daugh- · donations and the assistance of
ter at Edinburgh University. · several governments from theWorld Vision International is developed world. Willem Bakker
a Christian charity operating entered tl½e Sudan armed with
in many of the famine-stric- both these supplies and an agriculken, war-ridpen countries of ·tural development plan for 3,000
the Third World, in fact Sudanese farmers in order to help
them fulfil~that "potential" . Once
"anywhere where there is a in the rebel-held areas he had the
~
need."
back-up, protection and co-operIt's field-officers are sent to
remote and dangerous areas and
are afforded a rare chance to see
.at first hand the victims of malnutrition and military action. Willem
Bakker has recently returned
from the rebel-occupied Southern
Sudan, where he spend 3 months.
The charity already has a locally
recruited staff stationed in the
area. World Vision field-officers
are sent to ·oversee· relief efforts
during extreme emergencies and ·
crises. It was such a crisis that
caused Willem Bakker to go to the
sudan earlier this year.
The crisis was precipitated by
reports- that between 250,000 and
300,000 people had died last year
due to famine in the Southern
Sudan. This was a far greater
number than the fatalities incur-·
red during the same period in the
6 year old civil war.
•
,
I
Willem Bakker entered the
Sudan via Kenya to oversee the
delivery, storing and distribution
of emergency supplies in an area
which in his own words "is full of
potential," but whose agriculture

ation of the rebel authorities.

"Every man is a soldier
I've never seen so many
men with guns."
Through a series of discussions
with local agriculturalists, Willem
Baker discovered that his plari
was "inappropriate". The people
he met and spoke with did not
want the preferred Western
model of encouraging development in areas where the rainfall
soil and othe~ ''resources . were
already adequate. They wanted
the self-help projects spread much
wider to give less favourable areas
a chance to benefit from this aid
and thereby encourage a more
even development of the country.
To Willem Bakker, this seemed a
more appropriate course to take.
The uneven distribution of
investment and aid is a central
issue in the civil war. The war is
being waged between the Muslim

Grain distributi~n: the people from Kapoeta gather to receive their supplies.
government forces of the North
and the Sudanese People's Liberation Army (SPLA) which is now
the de facto government in the
South. The SPLA is a well
trained, highly motivated and
united corps of soldiers who are
supported by a large but varying
number of armed "civilians" . As
Willem Bakker observed, "every
man is a soldier. I have never seen
so many men with guns."
This civil war is the latest outof
a
long-standing
break
antagonism between the Northern and Southern provinces. The
various tribes . of the South are
primarily aljimist ( ancient tribal,
religions) and Christian (principally Anglican and Ca'thohc).
They object to the implementation of Islamic law, the Shar'ia,
' and the uneven distribution of
government investment in the
economy and infrastructure.

Photo: W. Bakker.

The convoys of trucks which size of Britain.
bring in the much needed food,
medicines and clothing are under
Fortunately most of the suplies
threat from ambushes. The iden- reach their intended destination .
tity of the attackers is obscure but and if the.y do not, it is due to an
it is believed by local sources to be impassable road rather than pi!- ·
fighters loyal to Khartoum. fering or sequestration by the
rebel army. During his three
Another threat comes from : months in the area , Willem Baknatural forces. During the rainy ker saw very little evidence of any
season, many of the roads are such pilfering.
impassable and large areas are cut
Despite the efforts of Wille m
off for up to five months.
Bakker and other relief workers,
Once the supplies reach the there is still much suffering in the
main World Division distribution Sudan. The evidence points
centre at Kapoeta, there are prob- towards the war entering a
!ems-of distribution. The convoys bloodier stage after -the break- '
which take the suplies to outlying down of attempts to reach a soludistricts may encounter ambushes tion. Meanwhile now the proband blooded roads. The shortage · · !ems produced by the famine are
of manpower is another problem not immediate the attention of the
to be faced. Willem Bakker and world is focused instead on other
one colleague are responsible for equally tragic situations such as
suprivising the distribution of Afghanistan, Lebanon and the
these supplies in an area twice the intifada in Israel.

Labour's great revival
pollution and congestion, the
We know that when the Labour
neglect of health care, the neglect Party wins the next election it will
of education and training, and all inherit a very difficult situation. In
the other challenges which need a particular the trade deficit will be
degree of public intervention that very high and this puts pressure on
their ideology will not tolerate.
interest rates.
On the other hand it has
Our industrial strategy is
become clear that the Labour designed to tackle the underlying Party has a good manifesto which problems of the trade deficit by
addresses the problems of the making the investments in
1990s.
industry that are necessary to
For example, child care for _stimulate our exporting c~pacity.
working
mothers and
the
of "The Labour Party is not
increasing
importance
international
economic
co- scared of engaging itself."
operation are two very different
main impressions I examples of issues which the
The difference between us and the
have of last week's
Tories refuse to deal with because Conservatives is that they are
events is that it has
been the most successful Labour of their ideological commitment unprepared to make these steps
Party Conference in 25 years. It• to the idea that you cannot buck whereas we see. an industrial
strategy as part of a bid to keep
.has been a major turning point as
Labour approaches the next "The Conservative Party now down the trade deficit.
. Increasingly the Conservatives
·
election.
looks
like
a
party
trying
to
are
looking like the party of the
The Conservative Party now
looks like a party trying to create create the present in the past. The~ have had opportunities
in the 1980s and they've had the
the present in- the image of the image of the past."
once-and-for-all windfall of North
past.
Despite all the attempts of . the market. In . contrast the Sea oil revenues and yet they have
Labour Party is not scared of failed to achieve sustainable longSaatchi and Saatchi advertising, it
engaging itself and this is shown !erm growth in t~e eco~omy and
is clear they are unable to tackle
by the policies at the heart of the 1mp~ove the quahty of hfe for the
the problems of the 1990s,
New Pol.icies Review.
· Bntish people.,,
particularly the problems of

Gordon Brown, once a
student Rector of
· Edinburgh University, is
~w Shadow Secretary to
ine Treasury and seen as
one of the most talented of
the opposition's front
bench team. James Bethell
spoke to him about his
-reactions to the Labour
Conference.
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Heroics and .casualties
A

MONG THE packs of reporters and photographers at the scene of last Wednesday's Gu(hrie
Street explosion the humbling effect of the· devastation
was total. Professional , journalists stood aghast, as
numbed as inexperienced Student staff while the rescue
services searched desperately and heroically for
· survivors - and fatalities. Looking upon the mountains
of rubble it was the little things which brought the horror
of it all home: a bath-tub poking through the tumbled
masonry; a plant pot still hanging from the roof shell over
a hundred feet above us; a dartboard lying unbroken
among the. debris. These everyday, household items
sharply reminded observers that the tons of bricks and
.mortar and destruction that lay before us only three
hours previously had been the homes of students and
families.
The flats and their occupants were not the only ones to
suffer. Guthrie Street itself was known as "Charity Row"
by virtue of the number of charitable bodies which had
offices there. Edinburgh Students' Charity Appeal have
lost their premises, as _have several other voluntary

organisations which leased offices in the street from EU
Settlement.
The blast has caused these fund-raising groups untold
damage. Besides losing their offices vital records of those
in need of aid and support in the community have been
destroyed. And as tests continue· on the rest of the
buildings in Guthrie Street for structural damage the
feeling of complete catastrophe is hard to shake off.
Admidst the inevitable despair and anger following
any disaster it is all too easy to apportion bfame. The
finger could be pointed at British Gas for continuing to
rely on outdated piping in the older areas of town. Yet as
has been pointed out, a programme of replacement of the
less reliable cast-iron piping has reached the stage where
the Cowgate was one of the few areas in the city still
served by such equipment. Improvements take time and
it was simply unfortunate that these could not be
completed before a fatal leak occurred.
Instead of futile statements over what might have been
we must look to the future. The Guthrie Street area had
been earmarked for extensive renvoation and we can only

hope that the funds ·laid aside for this, as well as
additional monies from the Regional Council can be put'
to good use in attempting to rebuild not only the flats but
the Charity offices and the shattered lives of the people of
Guthrie Street. Similarly, the disaster fund will play a
crucial role in boosting morale in the traumatic
aftermath of the explosion.
Our deepest sympathies go out to all those who have
suffered in the Guthrie street explosion: the casualties
themselves, those now homeless, the various voluntary·
bodies based there and the many Edinburgh University:
students who have been evacuated from nearby College
Wynd. Not forgetting, of course, the astounding work of ·
all those involved in the rescue operation and clear-up.
· Words can do little to lessen the shock of such a
traumatic event. But Student, hopefully speaking as the,
voice of the majority of students at this University,
hereby expresses its grief at the Guthrie Street explosion,
supports calls for a full and immediate inquiry into the
blast, and urges all students to give generously to the ..
disaster appeal.

Student welcomes Letters to the Editor for publication. preference will be given to brief, snappy and to-the-point
.
letters. Have_ them into our office by 1 pm Tuesday.
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the fresher

tainly did. "The amount of times this 'Hello, who are you' business, really full of anything at all. HowI'd wake up the next morning and it was straight down to the initia- ever, Ground ling again discofind myself in bed with a leading tion ceremony. You would walk vered that students aren't what
figure from the Church of Scot- along the corridor, kick in all the they were, even those adorned in
doors, round everyone up, throw eyeliner, pollyfilla and patchouli.
land. You wouldn't believe it."
However, Groundling knows their trousers out the window, "They're not like the Potterrow
pour shampoo in their eyes and goths of my day," mused our
only too well that there are several
experiment on them. If they inside source. "They .used to bring
stages of Freshers'life one has to
go through before one gets any- couldn't take that then we'd shut real corpses in with them and
them back in their rooms and put dump them on the dance floor."
where near a party. The first night
glue
in the keyholes."
The Potterrow committee weren't
in Pollock Halls, for instance.
The Embarrassing Question constrained by the same narrow,
Desperate to make friends,
ritual is of course repeated with Victorian values that hold sway'
regardless of whether the other
excruciating regularity on those nowadays, either. "You wouldn't
members of your corridor are
Nazis or rugby players or both, initial excursions to the Unions. believe the amount of drugs there
anything to avoid being left com- Groundling himself recalls some- were knocking around in Potterpaionless and alone while all the one trying to cement a lifelong row then. Sometimes, halfway
friendship with him in the Park through the evening the DJ would
others are making complete
Room on the strength of them announce that they were going to
wasocks of themselves all week.
both wearing the same make of stop playing records and start
Mind you, even then things aren't
watch. In the old days though handing out free drugs instead. It
what they were, ·according to
there was no place for such stilted was incredible."
Goundling's source. "In my day at
inroductions. "'Get 'em off
Still , no matter what Freshers'
Howe~er , was Freshers' Week
Pollock, there were queues twelve
'89 a typical example of its kind? . deep on the top floor of Cowan would usually suffice," recalled Weeks in years past were like,
our source. "I was just as good Groundling concluded that it
Are things what they used to be?
House with people waiting to
with the girls , he added.
wasn't all the conducive to good
Groundling was his own inside
throw themselves off. In the end
international
news
health , intellectual sharpness or
source to help decide this all
most of them couldn't be
academic keeness today, as he
important question , a verteran of I bothered and went back to bed."
Groundling
observed
as was pushed home in a William
countless Freshers' Weeks. He
So, how to make ·friends? Usu- Freshers discovered the indi- Low's trolley, asked the guards at
began his University career as an
engineer back through the mists ally with a painful "Hello ... I'm vidual qualities and distinctive Edinburgh Castle for directions
.. . erm . . . and I do . .. erm . .. idiosyncracies of the Unions.
and swam round Scottish Widows
of time , and the next thing he
knew it was 1981 and he was doing what room are you in . . . etc." Teviot, full of stripey shirts and underwater without coming up for
humiliating
perhaps,
but vomit ; Potterrow, full of freaks in air once. What a shame GroundlGeneral Ordinary Forestry with
Groundling found that it had to be black ; Chambers Street full of ing will be forced to do it all over
Fungus Cultivation. "parties" said
our source shaking his head , "we done . Not that it was like that in hairies and greasiers (plus stripeys again next year , in the interests of
had partie_s alright ," and they cer- the old days . "There was none of and vomit); the Pleasance not journalism of course.
JUST WHEN Groundling was
settling down to another comfortable term of making patronising
and misleading comments about
first years , he found he was to be
thrust into the thick of it once
more. Even worse , he was being
asked to look deep into himself,
cleanse his soul of all hypocrisy
and once more tell the world the
truth . Only this time the truth
concerned himself; namely that
Groundling too had been a First
Year once. He was being asked to
face his- past and exorcise some
hideously embarrassing
and
rather silly demons. He was being
asked to capture the sights,
smells, sounds, experiences,
blotches and squelchy bits of .
Freshers' Week.
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Black Rights, Women's Rights, Gay Rights. Now's the
time for Animal Rights and it's not fun anymore to·stare
at lions and gorlllas trapped in cages. James Bethell
investigates the rights ~nd wrongs of maintaining exotic
animals in captivity.

WI

•

SI

S I peered- through the
fence at the gorilla
A
enclosure the dozy-looking

But what about the importance
then the negative feed-back se-ems
of keeping a few animals in , quite small."
Why, then , do zoos always
storage 1ust in case the natural
run
out?
)
possess
a load of big, fun-looking ,
reserves
ape sitting on the grass _ "Only a handful of zoos are ., mammals
in their collection which
stretched out his arm and involved in captive breeding might not be threatened?
slowly itched his scalp.
programmes._ Most of them are_
"It's not possible to l]m a zoo
Clearly overcome by the
rigours of this exercise he rocked "Captive breeding bas a number of problems: it removes
forwards on to all fours and animals from the rigours of natural selection; it leads to inambled towards his bed inside. As breeding; it uses up millions of pounds which could be better
he passed the vast climbing used preserving the animals' natural hpbitat; and it leads to a
contraption built by the zoo and
sponsored by members of the false sense of security." - Joe Philips, investigator for Zoo
public he gave it a bored and Check.
disdainful look.
profit-making ventures and treat full of protected animals which
Life held few surprises for this · animals as assets. They exploit are all ugly . It's sad but true. In
primate and one .could only them in circuses, they put -on our education service, however ,
admire his patient stoicism in the shows in amusement parks and we try to teach kids to love all
face of an interminably dull and they sell them to private dealers if animals - to love a frog for its
predictable life.
the price is right."
·
froginess , for instance - and so I
I grew angry thinking about the
But
what
about
those hope attitudes will change."
cruelty of keepers who could keep responsible zoos who do run
What about the polar bears?
such a magnificent beast confined breeding programmes, aren't they
"The media hype about the
in such a small enclosure for the performing
an
essential polar bears is.quite wrong. One of
of
gawking , conservation role?
enjoyment
our bears was born in captivity,
schoolchildren .and thankless
"Yes, some of them are worth- the other one found the lure of the
"Did you exchange a wa-lk -on part on the war for a lead role in the parents.
while, but there are problems: it magnificent wilds of the Arctic so
He should be returned to the removes animals from the rigours attractive that she refused to leave
cag.e?"
Photo by Tiddy Maitland-T!tterton
forests of Western Africa of natural selection; it leads to in- the city rubbish tip at Manatoga.
immediately, I thought, where he breeding; it uses up millions of
"The improvements to their
could swing in the _trees and pounds which could be better living conditions, though not
socialise with female apes like any used preserving the animals' perfect, have been considerable
Western Lowland Gorilla.
natural habitat; and it leads to a and this is reflected by the birth
-rt--1 E
However, it seems that false sense of security.
last year of the first polar bear cub
returning him to the wild would
~--r~-Y-lc:>l'JER~
since 1941."
not be his best bet for a long and
How do you feel about exotic
fruitful
life.
Human·
20 Nicolson Street, Edinburgh EH8 9DH
,._ animals being exploited at fun
encroachment and . hunting have
parks and safari centres?
Tel: 031667 8844/668 3804
Fax: 031-668 2205
reduced the numbers of his
"I think it is wrong and I wish
species to alarmingly low levels, a
The best range ...
these places had a more
signpost told me.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT/FURNITURE
educational purpose, but animals
-"For several years now,
lYPEWRITERS FROM
are exploited everywhere and
£37.95111 MANUAL
responsible zoos have agreed a
most of us have them on our plate
CALCULATORS
voluntary ban on taking gorillas
every day."
FROM £3.95111
from the wild and have put all
FROM£7.95
Wouldn't the money spent on
PROGRAMMABLE
their
efforts
into
captive
maintaining Edinburgh Zoo be
ENVELOPES
breeding," it continued.
better spent on protecting the
PRINTING
. This news filled me with hope .
animals' natural habitat?
,ANALYSIS BOOKS
for the future of the Western
"I am absolutely convinced that
ACCOUNlJNG EQUIPMENT
Lowland Gorilla. So long as there
the best place to save animals is in
OFFICE ACCESSORIES
were a few left in Edinburgh Zoo, The elephant ride at Edinburgh the wild, but the reality is that
PAYROLL SYSTEMS
I thought cheerfully, then the Zoo in 1910.
there are too many humans
PERSONAL PLANNING
species will always have a chance.
SYSTEMS
chasing too little land and maybe
But as my attenbtion returned
PERSONAL ORGANISERS
what we ·are doing is a•drop in the
to another grumpy-looking ape
bucket, but at least the bucket is
pottering around the grass I began .
HUGE RANGE OF STUDENT STATIONERY
now damp and not bone dry."
to wonder whether there might be
"The 'Ark Mentality' leacts to
The next day I returned to the
The best brand names ...
another
way
to
protect shortsightedness: knowing that zoo. The sun was out and the
endangered species other than we have a cache of wildlife in the gorillas looked a bit happier,
SMITH CORONA ELECTRONICS FROM £129
locking up the few survivors in zoos, conservationsts are tempted though far from ecstatic, about
CASIO OVER 60 MODELS TO CHOOSE
(AT SALE PRICE)
cages and shipping them to public _ to allow the natural habitat of the their situation.
SHARP ELECTRONICS FROM £149
zoos.
aniamls to disappear when
While looking at two gorillas
SAMSUNG ELECTRONIC FROM £199
I spoke to Joe Phillips, a zoo prompt action would prevent sitting in their small enclosure I
OLYMPIA PORTABLES
inspector for the wildlife charity this."
thought about Joe Phillips and
PERSONAL WORD PROCESSORS
Still worried about ethics of Roger wheater, two conservazZoo Check, about my doubts.
AND FAXES
"Yes, it does seem unncessary . maintaining animals in captivity I tionists who both loved animals
PHILIPS TRANSCRIBERS
SANYO DICTAPHONES
these days to keep animals in spoke to Roger Wheater, but who wanted to protect them in
cages just so that people can come Director of Edinburgh _Zoo, who different ways.
and · star.e at them. Television - even Joe Phillips described as "a
The best value ...
Though the apes stiB looked
means that people can see the~e serious conservationist".
sulky I could no longer honestly
·
Id
argue that they should be sent
,"Twelve years ago the conservat10n wor saw zoos as an back to the wild where they ight
-rt--1 E
irrelevance and at worse consumers of wildlife. Now what is face extinction.
~--r~-Y-lc:>l'JER~
happening is that, as people are looking l!,t the need to save
But as I thought about the dolpWE'RE BE I - I ER
specific species, captive breading is becoming an essential hjins in "Sea World", and the
element in this equation." - Roger Wheater, Director of flamingos in "Flamingo Land"
20 Nicolson Street, Edinburgh EHS 9DH
Edinburgh Zoo
_and the impotent elephants carrying tourists around London Zoo, I
Tel: 031667 8844/668 380-l
Fax: 031-668 2205
_ Did _!le get a lot of complaints .decided that the time had come
animajs in their natural habitat
and learn a bit about them at the from people upset at seeing for zoos to stop marketing themLegal Commercial, Educational & Social
same time, and the lower cost of animals being confined to cages? selves as freak-shows or circusers
"Yes, we get some, but, if you and instead they shoulq concentravel means that those who are
Licensed Credit Brokers APR 35.9%. Written details on request.
-really -interested can visit them in remember that zoos in Britain get trate on the more improtant task
Prices subject to change without notice.
about 20 million visitors a year, of conservation .
the wild."
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Gooch's ghostly inheritance
merry men.
The immediate future does not
look bright with a potentially even
more damaging tour to the West
Indies facing the few who remain;
the heat, undoubtedly will remain
on. The political spotlight will not
desert the English official touring
side even with the obviously more
.controversial 'rebel' tour to Vye
for those particular headlines; the
presence of Graham Gooch as
captain will make certain of that,
and the apartheid demonstrators
in the West Indies will ensure that
their feelings will be as strongly
heard against those, not only who
have decided to go to South
Africa this winter, but those who
have already been there.

Gower's absence as a batsman
if not as captain, is incomprehen~
sible. One can say no more , and if,
as he has intimated recently, he
will spend his winter working with
the various TV commentary
teams, I am sure his shadow will
be cast irrevocably over the side.
The good signs are few, but
England's cricket crisis
there are lights to be found in a
very dark tunnel: Robin Smith
continues; they must
showed a robustness and determisoon take on the West
1'1ation belying his experience, and
that along with his enormous
Indies
without
talent and ability to rip apart an
Botham, Gower or the
attack in the West Indian style will
certainly confirm him as EngSouth African rebels.
land's premier run-getler. Jack
Nick Roswell sees few
Russell's neat and sometimes brilreasons to suppose
liant wicket keeping, along with
obdurate
batting will prove
The·
absence
of
two
of
the
that things won't go
greatest contemporary cricketers invaluable. Angus Fraser will
from bad to worse.
in the world, even if only in repu- shoulder a large responsibility in
tation rather than recent achieve- the bowling department, and
ment, will also hinder the English Devon Malcolm and Ricardo
tour. Without the presence of Ellcock could blast their way into
THE LONG hot summer of Botham, the English side lacks the England side.
'89 has left the state of the arrogance and swagger necesHowever the main probl~m for
English cricket as parched sary to take on the West Indies in Captain Gooch and his troops will
and roasted as the grounds their own country. Botham him- be confidence, and the splits
self still believes that it is there, within the game gannot be ~he
around the country.
While it was the sun and lack of although his performances on his best way to begin its restoration;
rain that left the grounds in their recall after major back surgery with the attention of the media
condition, it was a cruel combina-· suggested otherwise, and quite inevitably being split between the
tion of Allan Border's combative frankly the grounds for his selec- tour of the C_aribbean and that of
leadership, Steven Waugh's bril- tion were nearly non existent; South Africa, as well as the antics
liance at the crease, Terry Alder- indead of the heat of the Carri- of 'that man Botham' and the linman's beautifully controlled and bean Botham will be touring Bri- gering ghost of Gower, I am afraid
sustained swing bowling, along tain in his own one-man show, and . that all those outside factors will
with the massive defection to it is hard to believe that this colos· belittle the efforts of the England
South Africa and ill-timed sus will not attract as much if not side.
injuries, that did the same for more publicity than his would-be
When the public's attention
should be focused on the cricket,
David Gower and his not-so- colleagues.

COMMENT

Rowers seek
further feats

BOAT CLUB
AS THE Boat Club gets under
way for this year the targets
for the season are as high as
they have ever been for every
part of the club, due to a
string of victories which made
last year our most successful
ever.
After a performance at the Tide·
way Head Race by the Men's 1st
VIII which amazed everyone
including the crew themselves this
eight went on to row for Scotland
in Belgium and got through to the
quarter
finals
at
Henley,
humiliated opponents including
the RAF and the Cambridge University Lightweights.
Other performances included a
Gold Medal at the Scottish Cham~

pionships and a Bronze British
Championship from the Men's
coxed four and enough wins for the
Women's boat to make them
realise that international level
rowing is within their grasp this
season. The club finished the season with eleven caps for Scotland,
a feat no other University club
could match.
Amongst the new intake we have
a strong contingent of experienced
oarsmen and women who are
already being placed in boats for
the Fours Head Race on the
Thames in November. The
Women's Four will then stay
together for the rest of the season,
and even at this early stage look set
to lay waste the opposition Scotland and hopefully the rest of Britain as well; they are ably led l>y _
the club captain Dorothy Blackie.

The men will be rowing in eights
and have a realistic chance of
doing better even than their
unprecedented performances in
Britain and on the Continent.
For those who have not rowed
before we will spend the first term
introducing them to the sport and
the club. They will be taking part
in inter-mural rowing in Edinburgh, a variety of social functions
and then the novice regatta held in
Aberdeen in November.

is

the coming · year
looking
exciting for everybody, ranging
from those who want to spend
some time outside and enjoy the
social life of one of the University's
largest clubs, to those slightly less
sane who want to row in the top
boats of its most successful.
Jan 0. Seek

Botham: He may not be touring, but is sure to attract enough publicity
to keep him in beer this winter.

the dimly lit alleys of apartheid
and South Africa, Messrs Gower
and Botham, will drain the team
of its own pride and importance.
With all these other distractions I
am sure the players will begin to

feel that their efforts, however
brilliant, will always come second
to these 'more newsworthy' items.
Let us hope the cricket is good
enough not to allow this to happen.

Too fluffy at
the finish
FOOTBALL
ON SATURDAY last , a
hopeful University first team
set off for the sleepy little
Border town of Selkirk intent
on defending their '~legendary" three game unbeaten
run which included the original cup game played on the
hallowed turf of Peffermill
resulting in 1-1 draw.

again the cat-like reflex of Love,
so reminiscent of Peter Bonetti
came to the team's aid, as he superbly save the spot shot.

A tough talking coach Hutchison transformed the team which
came out for the second half.
two
minutes,
After
only
Devereux, a revelation in the midfield, floated over a free kick
which was met superbly by the
veteran (or is he a dentist?)
Govan who glanced the ball past
Selkirk's opening goal came the keeper.
only five minutes into a lacklustre
The· students only had to wait.
first half from the University lads. until the 15th minute for the
Early pre~sure by the home team equaliser. Devereux, now runculminated in a superbly struck ning riot, broke down the left to
drive from a Selkirk midfielder , send over a low cross which was
on the edge of the box, which left masterfully shield_ed by Masting
keeper Love with no chance. until it reached the on-running
After 15 minutes the faultless Chambers who thundered the ball
Love saved the loss of a second home.
·
goal when he tipped a close range
So, this oft-cliched game of two
header onto the crossbar.
halves moved into halves three
Selkirk 3
and four. Govan was unlucky
after only five minutes when he
Edin Uni 2
. had a scrambles shot clear off the
(After extra time)
Ten minutes later, however, Selkirk line.
However, a couple of minutes
the Burgh barriers were broken
later,
in a cruel twist of fate, it was
down again when a corner to the
far post was headed back over the Govan's "fluffy" header out from
box to the unmarked No. 10 who a Selkirk corner which fell to an
calmly nodded the ball over the opposing player in the box who
keeper's head for the home team's sent a crisp volley past the
despairing Love to give Selkirk
second.
After a further five minutes what turned out to be the winner.
play there should have been a · Skipper McArthur almost sal. third goal for the Border boys vaged a draw in the last minute
after they were awarded a penalty but again his header was cleared
for a "desperate" tackle from the off the line. It ~as just not OU! day
Kevin Cumiskey
normally,_"magic" Johnston. Once
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SPORT IN BRIEF

Off with a bang

and brendan O'Hara. Tennis Club
T-shirts were presented to the victors.

GLIDING

EDINBURGH was the only
Scottish University club to
FOOTBALL
enter the Inter-University
Task Week down at Lasham THE UNIVERSITY 2nd XI
Gliding Centre in Hamp- played host to a revamped
shire, 400 miles from our Scottish and Newcastle team
home airfield at Portmoak.
· at Peffermill.
Despite the glorious sunshine,
gliding conditions were very marginal for most of the week, and
S'taying up at all was an achievement in itself. With the help of the
occasional stubble fire to give
that extra lift just when needed,
most pilots made it.back to the airfield to complete the task.
The object of the week was to
complete a task, set by a local
instructor each day, in the fastest
Photos: Seymour Forsyth
time. In the event of competitors
A LARGER than expected thanks go to the volunteers from landing out away from the airturnout enjoyed a friendly the Sports Union clubs who helped field, distance covered was taken
series of competitions in the out on the day and, in particular, into account to calculate who
,
Pollock Sports Centre last to Kerry Gardiner who organised won.
the event.
The first task set was a 101
weekend.
Later on in the day, a netball
The Sunday of Sport was the tournament with five teams and a kilometre triangle in which Martin
first Intra-Mural competition of ladies' soccer match were held todman came second, giving
the year and all six competitions while over 30 people tried out the EUGC their first points of the
week. Richard Martin competed
were well attended. Everyone had table tennis facilities upstairs.
in the next task and came first
at least a couple of matches to try
No experience or great level of after landing out in a stubble field
out each sport.
· commitment was necessary for next to our closest rival from BrisThe volleyball, basketball and this or any other Intra-Mural
hockey tournaments each had event. Further events will be held tol University.
It is an unwritten rule that all
eight teams made up from those throughout the year so look out for
who just turned up on the day. posters or contact Kerry Gardiner clubs help retrieve any glider
They competed in a round robin at the Sports Union office for which may land out. This not only
ensures that all gliders are
series of quick matches designed to details.
returned to the airfield but also
get as many people playing as
,
that
everyone is kept in beer for
many others as possible. Many
James Sutherland. the night by the retrieved pilots,
_ _ _ _ _ __;__ _ _ _...;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
even if this means suffering their
stories of "how· long they stayed
up"!
Martin Todman

.

. l

Dan's the Man
SQUASH
THE CLUB'S Freshers tournament took place last Friday
and Saturday.
This year's entries for both
women's and men's events were
unexpectedly large, which was
encouraging for the club. The
tournament was run with the usual
professionalism associated with
University No. 1 Kevin Hart and
his helpers.

men's event, the eventual winner
was Danny Watson from Kent
whose impressive touch and
deceptive play was too much for
Derek Cameron in the final.
The Kent ex-junior ·county
player liad pot played for a year
before the tournament. Assuming
that he can recover his fitness be
should be able to take the coveted
No. 1 spot in the club, after his 9-0,
9-6, 9-3 victory.

The team trials were held on
Sunday. The battle for team places
The standard of play was wide was expected to be tough, and this
ranging, from beginners to . is how it turned out. The
English country players. In the emergence of some new and excit-

··END OF SEASON
SALE

ing faces in the men's 1st team,
should make them contenders in
the Lothian League First Division,
which would make a marked contrast to last year's struggle for survival.
The second team, with the caetaincy skills of the ever present
John Dickson, and the vast international experience of the first Hood, and the men's by Matthew
lady of the game Julie Nicol,
should hold their ewn in the Second Division.
Meanwhile, the women's teams
also welcome some new faces, and
they will be hoping to achieve last
year's standard of consistency.
Mark Creedon

SHALIMAR
BED AND BREAKFAST-.Terins from £12.00

~

10% Disc.ount for student.

Full After Sales and
Repair Service

Mark Morris

STUDENTS' OWN GUEST HOUSE

Upto 15% OFF
Mountain and Conventional
Bikes
,e.g. Diamond Black Topanga
R.R.P. £315.70
Sale Price: £280.00

71r·

Right from the whistle the play
moved from end to end with Edin~
burgh's defence quelling any early
attacks thrust upon them. With
the scores tied 0-0 at half-time
'Brian Palmer decided enough was
enough and_woke up his midfield
men·.
In doing so, Paul Lavin soon
stamped some authority on the
game with amiable donkey deftly
·finding his teammates with .first
touches that were a joy to behold.
The Uni front men now found
themselves far busier. Colin
Thompson was witnessed running
20 yards in a cheetah-like burst to
support Paul "Oh unlucky wee
man" Garrett of Spud-U-Like
fame, who was piercing and
penetrating the S&N defence like
some piercing and penetrating
thing.
Jqhnny "perhaps Listerman
mig~t help" Waugh was rewarded
with a goal after some brutal battling just toeing the ball past the
floored keep~r.
Soon after this Richie Bell, the
2nds rookie and arch-yuppie,
pounced Lineker-esque on a
forced error by the 'keeper to
drive home the second. goal
With the Uni growing ever
more confident, Kev Murphy ,
seasoned campaigner an d club
pin-up of old, drove a low cross in
from the left to find Paul Garrett
TENNIS
on the receiving end sliding in at
AN IMPRESSIVE turnout of warp factor 5 leaving the defence
enthusiastic tennis players bemused and chatting calmly
who's man that really was!
enjoyed competing in the about
The 3-0 lead was soon whittled
autumn sunshine at King's ,away, firstly by a goalmouth skirBuildings.
mish then again by Dermott Ross,
After the complethm of the attempting to play volleyball with
round robin groups, two well-con- a shot from an S&N forward. As
tested finals were played. The expected the attacker was not
mixed doubles was won by Neil amused and slotted home the
Scotland and carrie· Gregory- · rebound.

20 NEWINGTON ROAD, EDINBURGH'EH91QS
Fire Certificate. Showers. TV Lounge, Ample Facilities,
Hand C in all rooms.
. Two family rooms with facilities: Private Car Parking.
Under the personal supervision of

Mr and Mrs N. AHMAD GHUMMAN
(ex~E.U. students)

Telephones: 0~l-667 2827 Guests; 031-667 0789 Office.

Photo: Tiddy Maitland-Titterton
A Peebles II flanker closes down on the the University 2nd Xi's scrumhalf during saturday's match at Peffermill. Despite threatening to run
the opposition's bigger packed ragged, Edinburgh were unable to fmd
the cohesion necessary to maintain the pressure and some appalling
lapses of concentration allowed the Peebles pack to score twice in their

20-Swin.
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THE SUGARCJJBES
·PLUS
The /River Detectives at Teviot
Ge"y Sadowitz
with some comic
abuse
>'

x;

Lectures, the .poll tax
I

and hangovers

• • •

Pilgrim faced the
traumas of Freshers'.
Week and survived;
· now something far
worse looms-first
lectures andpoll tax
payments.

FOLLOWING last week's hideously controver~
sial piece, so shocking tI!at no one wrote into
complain, we decided to send out our i:°trepid
Science reporter, Maxton Walker, to fmd out
just what kind of a Freshers' Week you all had. It
transpires that 78% of Freshers did not hav~ sex
during FW, although 82% of the women suffered some form of indiscriminate dance · floor·
groping, most of it during the so-_called "Last
Chance Dance", aka "The Meat Market". Only
16% of you managed to get through the week
without getting dmnk, although an impressive
62% of the boy~ suffered your first lrnngover.
Well done lads! Now grow up.
We also now know that 2% of Freshers actually read
the original article, 29% of you didn't read it because
you thought it was a religious piece, 9% of you thought
this was St. Andrews and 25% of the sabbaticals are
completely hopeless at exams.
Well, by now I guess you're all feeling pretty damn
well fully grown up. You've been away from home
nearly two weeks now, you've been drunk for the ftrst
time and you've stopped phoning your parents every
evening. Even more important though is that you've
been to your first lectures, which after all is the sort of
grown up thing students .do. The keen and ~yopic
amongst you piled in early to get the best seats m !he
front row, only to be disturbed by the cool dudes com.mg
five minutes alte with the oh-so-rebellious odour of
cigarette smoke dining to their black leather ja_ckets, _
and squeezing uncomfortably on the end of rows Just to

!or

avoid having to sit in the front of the hall. Surprisingly
large numbers of you then fall fasJ asleep. The rest all
left an hour after thinking you now know all there is to
know about English Lit or whatever and wondering why
people had made all the fuss about this University lark.
You wait. Your time will come.
·
And when it comes, you will be a 4th year, old, haggard, back broken by long years of arduous stuoy, livers
destroyed, intellects smashed, muscles wasted. However, for these poor, wretched, degenerate creatures the
worst is yet to come, for lo!, in the distance a great evil
is approaching, gathering about it the stormclouds of
tragedy and depression, and it is known unto man as the
Careers Service. Now our gutted honours undergraduates must also carry around with them great and
weighty books, each of which needed the destruction of
nearly a square mile of virgin rainforest just to produce
the paper on which it is printed. But worse still these pitiful tragedies, quietly content in their long held desires
to be a train driver or a nurse must now make real
choices about their real future lives. No longer can they
say "The great thing about a history degree is that it is so
non-vocational, you can do anything with it." Now they
wish they'd done medicine because at least meics don't
have .to think about it too much. Oh come, Brother
Hangman! .Bring us your merciful noose that we don't
have to choose our careers.
The rest of the 4th year are to be found standing
around the pubs saying "I don't need the careers service.
Employers are going to be begging for me·.'.' Ever
wondered where the managers of motorway service stations come from? Now_you know.

POLL TAX

Ha ha ha to all you lucky people from England, Wales
and Northern Ireland (not to mention really foreign
places) who will be paying up six months before your
parents and those amongst your friends who were clever
enough to get into Cambridge. Also congratulations to
all you Scottish students who came here straight after
your Highers because you won't haye to pay a penny
until the big birthday rolls around, even though you use
the same council facilities just as much as your older but
poorer friends. HANDY HINT: when you send in a
change of address form, you will notice that the, only
place you are required to give your name is where
,you sign it. Scrawl ifillegibly, pay nc>thing:·you·~lfl
discharged your legal obligat10ns ana nel!u ao uu mu11;.
Even better is that about six months later the new occupants of your old flat will come home to find that all their
furniture and hi-fi's have been confiscated for sale.
Another trick is to send back all c.~mespond~nce that
they send you back marke9 "Deceased". This usually
worKs ana u mey come rounct to contront you in person
claim that you did it whilst being spiritually visited by the
soul of the late Kenrik Ibsen, great Norwegian playwright and poll tax nonpayer. Other old standbys include
·continually applying for rebates, invoicing Malcolm Rifkind for the amount you owe, or failing that claim that
under Scots Common Law you are entitled to pay by
kind and ask them when it would be convenient for you
to bring your sheep round to the office. Live in Fear!

have
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had arrived in Leningrad the day before
keen to meet somebody who could tell me
all about the excitement of glasnost and
the joys of perestroika. A friend of mine in
London had given me the telephone number of a
chum of hers and I had quickly rung her up and
arranged a meeting.
As she talked to me about being a student in
Russia I found I had to radically change my ideas
1
about what it would be like living in the Soviet
Union.

I

"The biggest problem with being a student in this
country is that nothing can be gained by your
ae,hievements. Take this example. A few weeks ago
three students were 'elected' by the Institute to study in
the United States as our representatives. Okay, one of
them was clever, but the other two were quite stupid and
unpopular. It turned out that one of them had a father
who was a great official in Leningrad and the other is the
daughter of the Soviet representative to UNESCO. The
students made a big protest about this but nothing
changed. This kind of thing happens the whole time but
it is only nowadays when everybody is talking about
perestroika th,\t people start to take notice."
As Inna spoke cadets from the SS Aurora strutted up
and down the pavement together, pausing only to chat to
the girls who hung around the marine base waiting to be
propositioned. Inna, a 19-year-old student at the
Leningrad Institute, treated the sexual trading with
disdain.
It was a shot fired from the gun of the Aurora which
had signalled the beginning of the October Revolution
and I had thought it would be a poignant setting for our
interview. I had clearly made a mistake. Trying to ignore
my surroundings I listened to Inna chat about life in a
Soviet university.
"The other big frustration is that you cannot reach the
level of knowledge that you want. Okay, perestroika has
.meant that we can now read authors like George Orwell,
Virginia Wolfe, Antony Burgess, James Joyce, for the
first time, but many of the textbooks we use were printed
many years ago and contain a lot of falsification. My
history books still describe the invasion of Poland in
Septemoer 1939 as a friendly act of assistance and they
make no mention of Stalin's atrocities. We also have to
deal with old lecturers who still teach the Stalinist
philosophy. Changing from the course allocated to you
is next to impossible because lecturers get paid by the
number of students they teach so they refuse to let yo·u
go.
'·Money is also a worry. Student allowances depend
on how well you do at exams. An excellent student gets
45 roubles (£45) a month, a good student gets 37 roubles
(£37), and a bad student gets 30 roubles (£30). There is
no opportunity for temporary work so material
conditions are awful.
·
"All cities in the Soviet Union have an acute housing
shortage so, even if yot_J get into a university, the city
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may not grant you a probyska ( a resident's permit).
"Trying to protest against the authorities is very
difficult at any level. There are no formal organisations
like your students' union but there are informal groups.
For instance, the Punks are easy to identify, but their
politics are just anarchic and I feel they are only copying.
Western behaviour. The Hippies are more interesting
because they get involved in underground art, literature,
private galleries in people's flats, that kind of thing. But
generally most students do not have much hope that
anything will change and they spend all their time
worrying about the KGB infiltrators who always join
these groups."
ventually I could not bear· our surroundings
any longer. We went back to my hotel but the
doorman would not let Inna in. Russian
nationals are not allowed to witness the luxury
in which hard-currency spending tourists can live.
Instead we sat in the park and I asked Inna to talk about
some of the issues which were most important at British
universities.
"Women are not differentiated against when trying to·
get jobs, in fact they suffer from being overemancipated. Men are la?:y and do not like working with
their hands and so women do <! lot of the work in
industry, and, of course, all the dustmen and gardeners
are women.
"Russian people are very negative about other races
and nationalities. They call blacks 'Chuka', which is like
the word 'nigger'. I am Jewish and so get called 'yid' a
lot, and worse things. Jews are presumed to be
unpatriotic, or even spies for imperialism. It's
ridiculous. The recent revival of 'Pamyat' (the fascist
movement) in Russia is very frightening. There are a
number of different groups, some of them are Stalinist,
others are old-fashioned patriots, almost royalist. But
they are all united by one thing: their hatred for Jews."
I heard a lot about Pamyat from other Jews in
Leningrad. They day before two of my friends had been
on trial for demonstrating outside the emigration office.
Pamyat heavies had gone to the trial to shout names at
the accused, spit on their wives and intimidate them as
they left.
"A lot of people are sexually illiterate, but this does
not stop them fooling around. A lot of girls have three or
four abortions before they get married. It's not all their

E

Under the leadership of Mikh '
are sweeping Russia. Westernve
the situation really any differl
Bethell asked Soviet students.
fault because you cannot get condoms in the shops eve
It's not that easy to get an abortion: you need 2f
roubles (£200) for a bribe. So girls have to stick togeth~
If a girl asked me for money for an abortion I would g1'
it to her because I know that I would need to depend
someone else if I was in the same position.
"We had a lot of publicity about AIDS and were to
that 400 people in Leningrad had contracted it, but wh
can you do if there are no condoms in the shops? . ,
"Leningrad students take a lot of drugs. Because it
seaport city it's easy to get them. Opium fr u
Uzbeckistan is very popular. Some of the youngste
who don't have much money sniff glue. We call the
'Mome11tists' because the brand-name of the glue
Momento.
"After they leave university people get married pre
quickly, but divorce rates are very high and before tlii
are 30 many people have been married three or fo
times. It is very sad."
Eventually dusk came and we were forced to go 0
different ways. Inna said that she would try to ge_t ~
tickets to an underground rock band who were a big
in Leningrad at the .time. What made them special w,
they seemed to sing about what a joke perestroika ar
glasnost were. But when I spoke to her on the telephOf
that evening she told me that tickets had been sold (JI
weeks ago. "It's all very well for the government to~
us that our society is becoming more free, but what's .
0
point if I can't buy tickets to see that freedom in act!
for love or money."
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until then it's all just a game ."
However, television has changed that a bit. Many of
the deputies, especially those who form a loose dissident
group around Andrei Sakharov, have used their
platform to win popularity and stir up the political
deb~te in the country.

0

on its own mutinous troops. He did this in the People's
Congress and so it was televised all across the natio_n. "

T

he next night I headed for Moskow by
overnight train. It was the time of year for
" White Nights" and even as the train left at
midnight it was still quite bright outside. As we
left the train billowed clouds of steam making a very
romantic effect.
I sipped my tea which had emerged from the central.
heating system. The other gentleman in the
compartment insisted I drank whisky with him until we
both passed out, only waking when we arrived in the
capital. Outside it was quite dark.
That night I went to a dinner party organised by a
visiting British politician. The meal was at one of the
new communal restaurants and we ate magnificent foods
from all around the Russian Empire washed down by
fine Georgian wines and served by respectful .waiters.
This seemed miraculous to me as I had been used to
nationalised cafes where the service and food are a joke.
Knowing that it was quite possible to change money
with a Moskow taxi-driver for 12 or 13 times the going
rate, I could not help thinking that this lavish display of
British generosity had been exceptionally good value.
At the party were a number of new members of the
People's Congress who had been elected during the May
elections because of their personal qualities, not their
Party contacts. One of these, Ilja Zaslowsky, was
especially remarkable. Because of a blood disorder he is
handicapped and only semi-mobile, though he proudly
spurns a wheelchair. His election platform had rested on
his campaign to bring attention to environmental issues
like Chernobyl and the poisoning of the Siberian Lakes.
Since then he has used his political position to full
advantage, denouncing the government's treatment of
handicapped people, ridiculing official health figures
and bringing attention to the plight of Afghan war
veterans who have lost limbs, but who are denied a
normal life because of the lack of prosthetic devices.
Most of the people I met in Moskow and Leningrad
ridiculed the elections. A typical reaction to my
questions would be: "Don't let yourself be fooled by this
play-acting. Gorbachev is still in charge and there's no
change in that. The Party still has lots of power. The
KGB has even more power. When they have elections
for jobs _in these places then things will be different. -

Gorbachev, the winds of change
es see only improvements, but is
behind the Iron Curtain? James

a

Instead I met young journalist from one of the more
liberal weekly journals, New Times. We met in the barof
the Leningrad Hotel. As I watched two hefty men in
leather coats sitting in the corner sipping Finnish beer
and eyeing up all the customers as they entered, I began
to. feel like a Graham Greene character.
Inna told me in a rush of excitement about all the
things that had happened in her profession since I had
been in Russia last, just two years before.
"James, it's been amazing us all how much they allow
us to write about now . Articles about governmental
inefficiency and incompetence have become so popular
that reporters are becoming bored writing them.
"The discussion about the Afghan war has also
become important. For years Russians were barely
allowed to know that it was being fought at all. The
casualty figures were a ludicrous work of fiction, and
everyone knew that because of the number of wounded
walking the streets.
· "Nowadays there is a big debate about all kinds of
things: the treatment of Afghan prisoners of war, t~e
pcoblem of Russians missing in action, even the morality
of the whole venture is being widely questioned. I doubt
if such a discussion could have taken place in the papers
if it had been Britain who had fought and lost a war.
"Only last week Academician Sakharov said that he
had heard rumours that the Russian army had been
guilty of· grievous atrocities ln Afghanistan sue~. as
butchering villages, using poisonous gas and evei:i fmng

n the flight home the captain announced that
we had left Russian air space. The drunken
businessmen and disappointed tourists all
gave a big cheer. I thought about •all the
different people I had met during the last week, trying to
put into some kind of scheme what they had told me .
It seemed that the most informed people - the
journalists and politicians - were all excited about the
reforms in Russia. They endorsed everything I had been
reading at home about the "winds of change" and the
" new broom". The elections, freedom of discu ion
without persecution, journalistic independence, these
were terribly important to them.
However, the more ordinary people were
unanimously sceptical. Taxi-drivers and waiters ,
essential elements of any straw-poll analysis, would
shrug their shoulders and look pessimistic if I tried to
enthuse about Gorbacehev and his reforms.
Housewives, in particular, seemed despondent. They
had good reason . During my visit tea, sugar, petrol and
many other basic goods were rationed, just as you would
.expect during a war. The shops arc so empty that some
people complained that they did not have enough time
to queue for long enough to spend all their money .
Conditions outside the big cities are said to be even
worse.
There was also a sense of doom which many felt about
the government, a feeling that everything could change
for the worse and things would return to "normality"
very quickly.
Mikhail Kasenevich, a prominent Jewish Refusnik,
was one such sceptic. He has been refused permission to
leave the country countless times, and has suffered
persecution as a result of his attempts. Earlier this year
the police came to arrest him at 2.00 am every day for a
week but he refused to let them into the flat shouting
through the door at the bailiffs that Mikhail Gorbachev
had assured the people that midnight arrests would no
longer happen. He told me:
"Officials in this country have a lot of experience and
they are able to destroy organisations very easily. By
having a conversation with someone they will soon get
them to understand that they will have so terrible a life
that the price will be very high for their activities. This is
a very old method."
In the end I could find no answers and felt unable to
make any predictions. At the time I felt sad and there
were no popular democratic organisations as one could
find amongst the students and intellectuals in China. But
since the Tianamen Square massacre I have changed my
mind. There was no doubt in my mind that the Russian
regime could be every bit as nasty as the Chinese if things
went wrong for them.
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There are always things to do and places to go for
the best graduates at Standard Life. And with us,
even the sky i~ not the limit.
You will be given the freedom to work the way you
would like to work. Freedom to come up with new
ideas and put them into practice. Freedom to let
your career take off anywhere you want it ·to go.
As ~ne of the strongest and most progressive
financial institutions in the UK and the largest
mutual life organisation in the European Community, we are really going places. We'd like
you to come with ~s.
Our commitment to your career, in whatever area,
is demonstrated by our well.:.structured and
carefully thought-out training programmes. We
offer you the very best training and wide-ranging
opportunities t~ develop your career because we
believe you have the potential to make a valuable
contribution to our continued success.
Standard Life will be visiting your university in the
New Year. For more information and a graduat~
brochure call into your careers office.
·

Standard Life
We don't follow standards.We set them.
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·Back tothe
Slaughterhouse
The revelation in recent months that
humans are possibly succeptible to ESE,
the cattle brain disease was perfect
media fodder. But what is the risk? Dr
Hugh Fraser gives Maxton Walker the
facts.
·probably the most compelling reason to mistrust the
·
media today is the ."panic
circus" syndrome that exists in
journalism. Science, despite it's
claims to impartiality and "truth"
is often a key instigator of the
periodical consternation, perhaps
because of the belief that somehow the scale of any problem
direct prop6rtionto the amount of
coverage it is currently enjoying .
One such case involves the ostensible BSE (bovine spongiform
encephalopathy) epidemic that
has been rampaging through Britain's livestock, whipping up concern over the possibility that diseased tissue may be slipping
through into the human link of the
food chain despite little evidence
that humans are not affected by
the disease. BSE, which surfaced
in 1985 was immediately recognised as a possible variant on the
long established scrapie a disease
found endemic in sheep and
known since the 18th century, but
the subsidiary strain that was
affecting cattle seemed incalcula-

I wouldn't change my
eating habits now. I
would have done two
years ago when this
was big news and the·
food ban hadn't been
pu-t into place.

bly more damaging. Dr Hugh
Fraser who works in the Institute
of Animal Health in King's Buildings is one of the world's leading
authorities on the problem:
"Scrapie is a worldwide problem. It's a degenerative disease of
the brain from which there is no
treatment, no hope of recovery
. and the victims inevitably die after
the matter of a few months. We
now know of an exa_ct homologue
of . Scrapie occurring in other
mammals including human beings
and some people suggest that
there are degenerative disease·s of
the human brain which are based
on the same pathogenesis."
Reports in the media would
have it that cows initially became
infected after being fed the carcasses of dead sheep, which seems
rather horrific. Is it true?
"That isn't the whole story. The
way these animals became
infected was as calves by being fed
on on a constituted commercial
diet. The big question on feeding
growing animals.is 'where you get
your protein from?' One source is
meat and bone meal which is prepared from any animal; usually
chickens, pigs, sheep and cattle.
The source of infection in cattle
would have been Scrapie carcas-

ses which were 'casualty animals',
these being animals that did not
go to the slaughterhouse because
they were sick. The most import- .
. ant question at the moment is
whether mothers can actually pass
the disease on to their male or
female offspring."
So it sounds like unsatisfactory
controls by the Government could
be the underlying cause of the
. continued spread of the disease. If
so how are controls being tightened up to halt the epidemic?
"It's not quite as simple as this.
The problem of disposing of waste
exists throughout industry. The
disposal of an~ animal carcass is
legally the responsibility of the
. local authority. It isn't fair to say
that it is a result of a profit motive;
there has been a massive increase
in the sheep population and so
obviously there has been a corresponding increase in the number of
infected sheep. With more carcass
material to be disposed of, there
may be a reduction in commodity
price, and it will become a more
competitive source of protein
compared with other products.
Also the scrapie group of viruses
are extraordinarily resistant to
heat. There is no easy solution to
the problem. The probability is
that animals with BSE are not a
source of infection within their
own species so it is not a contagious disease and animals do not
pass it on to their offspring."

get all the BSE animals out of the funding from the .Ministry of 'the UK as a whole when I started
human food chain but healthy ani- Agriculture. Wrong. This is obvi- on this job ten or fifteen years ago
mals may be incybating the dis- ously something that Dr Fraser is· there were twenty or twenty-five
ease and all current legislation is particularly anxio.us to voice his people working on . this subject
based on trying to frind a sensible concern about.
who were innovating their own
point where we can say we know
"My criticism of the present work. Three years ago it had been .
that healthy animals carry an Governme1;1t is ~bout the way reduced to about eight. The
infection therefore what are we
reason for that was simply a cut in
going td do about the potential
resources. Now, because of BSE,
risk?" I
My criticism of the pre- they suddenly want to take scientists off the shelf but science
sent Government is
doesn't work like that. What
ould he advise people to ·about the way
would we offer somebody who
change their eating resources have been
-wanted to do research here? A lithabits.
tle more than a student grant "I wouldn't change my eating cut. The encouragewell you don't get a student grant.
habits now; I would have done ment for young stu·They've been cut. The whole
two years ago when this was big
undergraduate situation is a scannews and the effect of the food dents to come into
dal. When somebody has strugban hadn't been put into plaLe but . research has been cut. gled through all this, are dediI think it would be quite irrt!sponcated enough to to a PhD, they
sible now to suggest that we resources have been cut. The then come here we offer them a
should look too closely at what encouragement for young stu- three year job! Obviously they're
was going into certain foods."
· dents to come into research has going to go into the City. It is a
Such an area of research, one been cut.- We offer nothin!( for I scandal what's happened to scienwould imagine would expect to research students. · -l've ·been tific research and it's all based on a
receive a reasonable amount -of working on this for 25 years. In false philosophy."

W

T

he question that most
people would worry about.
The answer is that we have
to assume that there might be to
worry about. Actually the public
health people are being forced
more and more tak~ notice of it.
There is no evidence, but then
again 'no evidence' is not really a
· good way of arguing. turning
everybody over to vegetarianism
is an option. First of all we have to

VISIT

THE

TUNE-IN

I JUNCTION

TO
MA N A G EM EN T

BAR

ROADSHOW
UNIVERSITY OF.EDINBURGH
OEBATING HALL.
TEVIOT ROW HOUSE.
BRISTOL SOUARE. EDINBURGH.

24 WEST PRESTON STREET
Tel~phohe: 667 3010

WED 18th OCT - 7pm

The Junction Bar- ·
Irs the Best By Far!

JOHNDIRECTORHANHAM
GENERAL
OF THE C.B.I.

~

------------

FREE WINE AND BUFFET
P L US
MCI VIDEO BY MEL & GRIFF
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review

Strummer started off · by
demonstrating his artistic iQtegrity- playing songs that he wrote
Barrowlands
in the past two years - showing
THE TIMES they are a- that he wasn't living off the fact
changin'. Once upon a time a that he was the lead singer of The
casual or a trendy showing : Clash. Most of the songs he
their· face at a Joe Strummer played were great.
Sadly 90% of the people there
gig would have to be·
removed for their own pro- wanted a Clash concert and after
the first couple of songs the crowd
tection. The fact that they got
bored. Seeing that the
made up a large percentage J amaican folk songs and ballads
of the crowd explains why the from the Spanish Civil War were
audience never seemed to be not going down well Joe Moved
into some of the Clash songs (aka
interested.

JOE STRUMMER

...

THE RAMONES

Barrow lands
l,2,3,4 ... "
Wait a minute.
That's not Dee Dee up,
FAITH No More are a San Fran-· their appeal widening beyond the there; it's some imposter calcisco based band who released narrow echelons of thrash metal
their first US album - entitled fans who were impressed by led C. Jay! Not that it matanyway
The
We Care A Lot - in 1985. This James Hetfield's penchant for tered
Ramones
play
like
they've
was an inconsistent debut but 'Faith ... 'T-shrits.
showed flashes of genius which
Unfortunately, earlier this year played for the past 13 years or
became more evident in their fol- the band lost charismatic so. The only difference now
lowing works.
frontman Chuck Mosley due to that they actually take some
The first proper release in the 'musical differences' (guitarist breaks between songs and
UK was Introduce Yourself, Jim Martin allegedly pulled a gun
vocals
become
which was far more representative on him. Mosely was later asked Joey's
almo.st
unrecognisable
, a
of the style and inventive nature back , but surprisingly (?) he
of the band. Their first single We declined). His baseball boots continuous blur like "lwanCare A Lot-a re-recording from were filled by unknown Michael nabeesedaated." (Well come
the 1st album - was a catchy Patton and this summer saw the on, being eternal teenagers
fusion of hip hop, funk and stac- release of The Real Thing, which was bound to catch up · on
cato power chords.
showed that they had not so much them some day).
The band have completed two lost a frontman as gained a singer.
separate tours of Britain, and on
both occasions they showed
charisma and a degree of commitment which the audience could
not dismiss. ·since then their following has been increasing and

"the good stuff') .. While the first
· fifteen rows went wild during City
Of The Dead and What's My
· Name?. it. became apparent, th~t
I the maJonty of the crowd d1dn t
: actually know th_ese songs.
It wasn't until the encore (cal-· ·
Jed for by the first 15 rows) that
things began to swing. Joe rolledout the big guns of Brand New ·
Cadillac, Magnificent Seven _and
London Calling. At last the audience got excited and got into the
music - the triumph of great
music over a mediocre crowd.
Stewart Kirkpatrick

•

tec-ni

The band play The Venue this
weekend, so why not get yourself
down there and sample their crossover of styles and exhilarating
live show.

This band were responsible for
the best live album of all time, and
also for some of the best song
t~tles. They're all here: Blitzkreig
Bop; Teenage Lobotomy; Sheena
Scott & Mike Is A Punk Rocker; l Wanna Be
Sedated; Pinhead complete with
Gabba Gabba Heys; and so on
If you're familiar with Ramones
songs there's no point in me listing every bloody one. Suffice to
say I remembered at least 35 and
they probably slipped in 1q more·
without m_e noticing. Special credit must go to the crowd for their
inventive changes, "He_y ho, let's
go!" was repeated every time The
Ramones stopped for a long
enough break, and if you think
I'm taking the Mickey you're
wrong-J was up thert: starting it!

AVALANCHE

We don't claim to be the biggest
record shop in town (Virgin/HMV).

We' re not the biggest secondhand
record shop in town (Vinyl Villains).

We don't sell the most concert tickets
(Ripping Records).
We don't even have the silliest name
(FOPP).

What we do have is a large selection
of new and secondhand
independent, metal and chart
records, tapes and CDs at
unbeatable prices in extremely
strong carrier bags.

Avalanche for the best carrifr bags!

33 WEST NICOLSON ST
28 LADY LAWSON ST

Joey tells us in his incredible
New York droll - "we've played
all over Europe, and Scotland's
always the best!" - Sure Joey,
and Newcastle will be the best
tomorrow. Who cares, he· meant
good. How many years can they
continue·· ?
All together now: "1,2,3,4 ... "
Gavin Riddell

THE
MUSIC
PAGES
need enthusiastic,
dedicated, semi-intelligent
writers to join a friendly,
enthusiastic, dedicated,
semi-'intelligent bunch.
Come along to our
meetings at 1. 15 pm on
Wednesdays at the
Students Offices.
You know it makes sense!

. Photo: Chr.is McK~ri:_ia-quite clear that The River ~ete.cTHE RIVER DETECTIVES • tives take no prisoners.
The problem is that the audiTeviot
nee are captured so cleverly. The
FRESHERS' Week Big clean, effortless, sparkling, surgBand, and by crikey the kids ing, (safe) groove is just that: too .
well done. Rock and roll, it is
.
never knew what hit them. sometimes said is all about
The River Detectives are an · ._danger an.d excitement and sex
aural enema, cleansing to the and death and thrills. The closest
very core of the listener. This ' The Detectives come to any of
"is pristine, prickly pop which these is when they announce that
is profoundly uncomfortable '.'This o~e's for Bon Scott"; b~t no
by virtue of the fact that it so it wasn t a t_hroat-full of wh1skysoaked vomit, rather a bloodless
· · · we ll · · · · GOOD ·
version of If You Want Blood
Of course they're good. The y , G t It
.
b ars of Ch ams_
.
openmg
an d a ou ve o .
thousand floppy haircuts leapt
into the air, ecstacy soiling the
When they did let loose (Promspotless new . shirts on every ises and Spite, Spin Me Round
Fresher's back. Similarly, The Deeper Love) it was hard to be
'Detectives are spotless. Dan unmoved by a band firing on all
O'Neil and Sam Corry and their cylinders; even the siernest of
harmonies were pinpoint accurate cynics came out in a hot flush
throughout, frightening in their . Otherwise, The River Detectives
accuracy and chilling in their toe- sheer perfection is their downfall.
tapping ease: Add in guitar But dammit, I did enjoy myself.
anthems that churned the audi'
. ence into a seethi~g mass a)!d it's
Craig McLean ·

esu ts
The answers to last week's Joe Strummer competition was, of course,
Alex Cox director of Sid And Nancy and straight To Hell. Winners were
Paul Taylor, Michael Irvine and Elaine Cook. There's still time to ente
the competition for tickes for Les Negr~ Vertes at the Queen's Hal
on Friday. Just hand in the name of the presenter of TV's Rapido. Eve
.his first name will do, come down to the Student offices by Friday an
the tickets will be yours.
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_THE SOUP DRAGONS .

THE BLUE NILE

Crotch Deep Trash
Big life 12"
THE SOUP Dragons are the
ultimate pop band. From their
early inception, as one of the
infamous C86 bands, they were
. turning out loud Buzzcock-esque
· ditties that delighted.
One album later, a new record
' deal and Crotch Deep Trash
landed on this reviewers turntable. A scuggy 12 inch of dirty
guitars with a nod towards the
ultimate greaseballs The Stooges.
Sean and the boys still know a
good harmony which is catchy
enough to whistle and raunchy
enough to shake your nether
regions to. This is dirty rank, so
buy now, then wash your hands.
Scott McFarlane

THE MIGHTY LEMON
DROPS

Laughter
Chrysalis
THE MIGHTY Lemon Drops
latest is more of the same only
better. Excruciatingly danceable ,
Laughter is somewhere between
that too familiar 80s disco beat
and the near forgotten hooks and
jangly guitar of 60s pop.
Love found and love lost ballads like One In A Million and
Second Time Around share
album space with songs based on
martial drum beats (OK drum
machine beats) and biting horns
-At Midnight and Written In
Fiction. Yes, there are some
misses, and like nearly everything
released in the last ten years,
Laughter is over produced, but
pop music always forgives.
Is this the album that takes the
Drops off the US college radio
charts and into the big concert
venues? Maybe. Clad in leather
and looking pensive on their
album covers, Paul, David, Marcus and Keith ·could be pre-teen
hearthrobs in a.different world.
Now's the time for them to
decide if that's what they want.
Diane Levison

, Hats
· Virgin LP

SQUEEZE

Frank
A&MLP
OH TO be stuck in a blinkered
rut, blissfully oblivious to the
comings and goings in the world
at large. Idiot-happy you would
be, and bloody annoying to anyone who had the misfortune to
come across you in the kitchen at
a party. Squeeze , alas, are such

an individual.
Nigh on ten years ago, and for
several years hence, Squeeze
were life-giving, all kitchen-sink
vignettes wrapped in perfect
melodies and harmonies. Eee,
how we loved Squeeze. A
comeback album in 1985, an
album of "vintage Squeeze" in
1987, and now Frank, and the
trick has lost much of its glamour.
The snappy lyrics are still there,
and the Tilbrook voice is as plesantly nasal as ever, but that perennial Difford-Tilbrook writing
team's consumate skill has been
blunted over the years.
Where once they unerringly
nowadays the couple of diamonds
(Slaughtered, Gutted & Heartbroken, Love Circles) are surrounded
by hunks of coal. Even Jools
Holland's suitably irreverent Dr.
Jazz and the overall tinge of
bygone nostalgia cannot hide the
fact that the sweets from five
strangers aren't so yummy anymore.
Craig McLean

THE BIBLE

The Bible
Chrysalis LP

,

I SPY with my little eye something
beginning with cynical marketing
ploy. With a debut album as rare
and tender as W a/king The Ghost
Back Home The Bible were a sure
thing on signing to Chrysalis. As
with most sure things, last year's
Eureka album did little to endear
the band to a mass audience. .
Which is probably a good thing:
The Bible are ·all about particularities, a definition and vision
of music that could only be spoiled
by a desire to crossover. So here is
The Bible, a cobbling together of
most of Eureka, a couple of bsides, a cover (Marvin Gaye's ·
Abraham, Martin & John) and
the old favourite Graceland.
"Crafted", yes, "flawless".,
'indeed, The Bible's songs will,
thankfully, survive any number of
single re-releases and alb_um
· re-packages. Theirs is a music
·with a precious subtlety, floating
rather than buffeting. And such is

JESUS AND MARY CHAIN

IT'S TAKEN the Blue Nile a long
time to release a follo~ up to their
previous album A Walk Across
The Roof Tops, but now the wait
is over. The new album doesn't
see much of a change in direction.
More slow paced atmospheric
sound effects saved from occasional blandness by soothing
vocals that strain convincingly at
times to reach pitch. The temptation is there to describe some of
the more 'upbeat' tracks as the
Pet Shop Boys at half speed, but
that would be unfair overall. The
Blue Nile use the studio a lot
more intelligently.
Their strength lies in the atmosphere they create that can be
almost visual when the lyrics
conjure up pictures of a city at
night. There is nothing on Hats
with as much appeal as Tinsel
Town In The Rain from the last
album which gained them acertain amount of radio play. However there's still enough to satisfy
any fans who have been waiting
for more of the ~ame, they won't
be disappointed.
.
Jill Frank_lin

CAROL. LAULA

Gypsy.
Burn 12"

the all-round wonder of The
·Bible (check out vocalist Boo
Hewerdine's recent collaboration
with Texan Darden Smith, Evidence) an album such as this does
the bani:! and the listener a mighty
disservice. For now though, let
The Bible introduce you to The
. Bible. Then, treat yourself, and
: buy the lot.
Craig McLean

SHE WAS a winner in the Tennents Live! demo competition.
She has appeared on television's
NB. The word is that Carol Laula
is something special. and thankfully her debut release ably
demonstrates what the fuss was
all about. The voice is crystalclear, emotional clarity dripping
from the grooves. The Carol
Laula sound is rooted in fine
tradition of female acoustic
singer/songwriters, yet gains
added atraction from the total
freshness of the voice and guitar.
Don't be put off by the idea of yet
another busking "troubador" Carol Laula is somewthing special.
Craig McLean

SUGAR CUBES

Automatic
WEALP
EVEN four years on, when you mention the name the Jesus and Mary
Chain to someone, chances are they will immediately think of feed'back, chainsaw guitar and general noise combined with summertime
· Ramones type tunes; it's unavoidable. This is what made the Jesus and
Mary Chain, this was the reason for their importance and their greatness. Unfortunately though, there was no way they could go on like
· that ; the trick was too limited. Another album of it would necessarily
have been disappointing. There were several roads open to them; they
could have disappeared back into the obscurity from whence they
came, they could have dropped the noise and gone for the summertime
pop tunes , they could have dropped the pop tunes and gone for all out
noise. They could even have become Mudhoney. But instead they
chose to beef it up and take somewhat camp, tongue-in-cheek steps
towards stadium rock.
r{owever, the new album fails on the same account as its predecessor;
nae tunes, or precious few anyway. It's stodgy, uninspiring rock 'n' roll
the constant supply of hey hey heys, doo doo do doos and oh yeahs
doing more to emphasise the rut they're in rather than to amiably mock
the stompalong trad rock to which they now aspire. There are bright
spots - the single Blues From A Gun shows how the format can be
successful and Coast To Coast contains a pleasant burst of noise. Take
It is more of a glimpse of what might have been. Like the Peel session
version it sounds like a suitably raucous Psychocandy out-take, but now
the lasi: couple of minutes are taken up by an ample dollop of sampling
over a semi hip-hop backing track. UV Ray and CD bonus track Sunray
have a similarly interesting back drop. These are the touches of the
unexpe_cted which are just enough to keep me interested in the future
of the Mary Chain. The rest too often resembles Billy idol in a bit of a
grumpy..rnood. Don't quite give up hope yet, though.
Stephen Barnaby

Here Today, Tomorrow
Next Week
·One Little Indian LP
RETURNING from chilly Iceland to put back a breath of fresh
air to the drudgery of today's pop,
those cocky Sugarcubes fairly
· bounce along with an LP covered
in bubbles and squirly doodles.
And yes there's still those
lyrics , manic gutsy vocals and
thumping rhythm. The Cubes
,bash their way through thirteen
new, jollier and even poppier
'numbers. The LP bounds along
with a gutsy speed, the tracks
being short d<;m't fall into the trap
of dull, heavy moods that its
predecessor did.
But as a whole no one track
stands out from another therefore
at times making the LP one long
wail and thump. Ultimately the
opening Tidal Wave, the wacky
Bee and the slower Pump are
more forceful.
Forty-five minutes of thrashy
pop guaranteed to get even the
laziest slob out of bed. a jolly
good buy for Sugary fans, if only
for the dreamy cover.
James Pearson
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Only to find that; after a lifetime
of dutifully protecting her husband's false reputation, the "sins
of the father" will, nevertheless,
be visited upon her son Oswald.

GERRY SADOWITZ
Teviot
October 27
"SO, WHAT'S a nice Jewish
boy like you doing, spewing _
filthy jokes like that?" is the
initial reaction on meeting ·
the man behind the stage persona. Gerry Sadowitz- outrage or comic luminary- has
become a virtual cult figure,
revered among a sizeable
minority of the Scottish comedy-going population, and in
their presenc~ you criticise
him at your peril.
Prepare to be affronted or
enraptured by his scurrilous and
brutal attacks (on women, Jews,
· Pakistanis, in fact, anything that
twitches) presented with a proliferation of words of the· four-letter
variety or those of a sexually
explicit nature, leaving little to the

1magmat1on.
Sadowitz disclaims any criticism of his subject matter professing to be a mere "commentator"
on life. Undoubtedly he has a,
comic genius for plucking out :
incontrovertible truths and, with
an unrestrained verbal wrench,
wringing a shocked laugh by
them.
The shock value derives from
the fact that life according to
Sadowitz is "shite" and in hfa
mind , or at least his act , nothing is
sacred - thus racism , sexism,
obscenity abounds. It is an
inverted joke, he claims off stage;
against racists, chauvinists and the
obscene, but when listening to
him
give
vent
to
"his"
paediophilic tendencies , the point
seems merely academic.
This is one man for whom the
phrase "You'll love him or hate.
him" was truly coined . And me?
Oh, I was left thinking tersely:
" . .. and what's a nice girl like me
doing at a show like this?"
Sung !(ha'.'g 1

The Lyceum's production
catches well the tortured, dutybound emotions of the five progagonists. the cast give solid performances under confident direction by Robert J. Carson and ·
. manage to maintain the momen- .
tum of the intense 2½ hour long
play. The production is held·
together however by Paolo
Dionisotti whose expressively fine
performance gives Mrs Alving the
dignity and strength of character
she demands as she struggles with
her past. Jonathan Hackett's Pas- ·
tor Manders provides Dionisotti's
Mrs Alving with an effective
counterpart with his blustering,
stuffy conservatism and self right- -,-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.~.-.-.-.--i"-i"-a__w_h_e_n--it--co_n_t-ra-s-ts--th-e--r-e-al,
eous morality.

WITHERING LOO~S

GHOSTS

by Henrik Ibsen

Royal Lyceum
Until October 12
"RESPECTED public figure
in private shame!" - a familiar tabloid headline but also a
central theme in Henrik
Ibsen's "Ghosts". In this
dramatic maelstrom of social
and moral issues, incest,

adultry, hypocrisy, literary
censorship, sexually transmitted disease, free love and
wife abuse all surface for
examination.
The play is essentially a domestic draQla involving a complex
study into how the past inexorably
catches up with people. Mrs Alving, ostensibly the widow of a
charitably minded public man,
strives to ·exorcise her "Ghosts".

80,000

different books
at Scotlands
largest bookshop

This play is not for those who Traverse Theatre
like their plots fast-moving and . October 3-8
their drama action packed but it
is, nevertheless, a gripping and BILLED as brilliantly funny;
thotight-provoking
piece
of a "Comic Classic" this promtheatre. "Ghosts" may not sq_ock ising mixture of disciplined
late twentieth century viewers as nerangement and controlled
profoundly as it did its original
d fttilated
but
1
audiences but it is strangely con- c h_aos, sparkl e ,
enrapture
_a
temporary in the issues it failed . to
demandmg Traverse audiexplores,
ence.
As the tragic conclusion
unfolds in the final act there is
Within a framework of an
another modern edge, sharpened incompetent
schoolmistress'
by our knowledge of AIDS , which introduction to the life and works
serves to increase the play's rele- of the Brontes, this sketch packed
vance and makes viewing it a performance scurried between
stimulating, if depressing, experi- spoof, song and satire. ConcenSuzanne Topping trating on the frustrating isolation
ence.
of the two sisters, (Anne is permanently out for a cup of sugar), it
SCOTLAND THE WHAT?
presents their romantic fiction as
the only outlet for their seething
Kin_g's Theatre
libido's and was at its most biting
Untill October 14
tread the boards for one last fling,
"SCOTLAND The What?"
if you like.- - a
are an acquired taste, and I
have yet to acquire it. The
Like Des O'Connor, Val
three-man team of Buff Har- Doonican and the King Singers,
die, George Donald and "Scotland the What?" seems to
Stephen Robertson have survive largely due to a dedicated
band of devotees comprising
built up quite a following mainly of the 6ver-sixtfes and
with their gentle brand of . consequently their . hummu is
Celtic comedy, but not with directed solely at that particular
this particular uncultured age group.
Sassenach.
Unfortunately, the prevalent
good. humour is upset by illEssentially, "Scotland the
sketches
featuring,
What?" perform a sundry mixture . advised
among others, the comical Indian
of sketches and songs of varying
and the mincing homosexual,
quality that occasionally tickle the
offensive stereotypes that leave a
funny bone and nothing else: the
sour taste in the mouth.
ghost of vaudeville returning to

E.U.O.C.

AUDITION·S
for
their Spring Term production of
the Broadway-styled musical
comedy

PAUL BUNYAN
by
BENJAMIN BRITTEN

53-59 South 8Tid&e, Edinburgh
~ s . stat,ionery, CDs a Tapes
'·Open 'till late."7 daya a wee.k

5.30-8.30 pm .
Mon 16th, Tues 17th Oct
Lecture Room B
Music Faculty
Contact Neil Sharp 667 9779

~

The pace rarely flagged , the
t1mmg was faultless but the
innovative staging, tight directior.
(by Brookside's 'Cathy', Noreen
Kershaw) and slick portrayal of a
. panopoly of characters was let
down by a lack of ~enuinely
funny , punchy matenal. Too
often resorting to low inuendo, or
worse - repetition of the word
"penis" - it was usually the style
. rather than the content which
counted. So whilst Maggie Fox
(Charlotte Bronte) c0uld raise a
laugh with a pursed lip and popeyed stare, only the potted version
ot Wuthering Heights brought out
the best of the obviously talented
commediennes.

a

"Withering Looks-,, was dazzingly well performed mediocrity,
providing sit-com level entertainment,
Tim Levers
The team takes lighthearted
satirical side-swipes at easy
targets (Malcolm Rifkind , Mo
Johnson, the SNP and so on): the
end result is lots of barb but no
bite, and a few clever touches (a
spokesman for the Edinburgh .
District
Council
confiding,
"Don't worry, this isn't real politics") are submerged in a sea of
thoroughly inoffensive 1 harmless
humour. The granny brigade will
lap it up, but to a generation more
in tune with the likes of Ben Elton ,
and Lenny Henry, "Scotland the
What?" will seem quaint relics ·
that should be put out to seed as
soon as possible.
Neil Smith

·T. f.,:e

!QUEEN'S
... ·ilitll~
CLERKSl'REET

EDINBURGH.,-

. -~ EH89JG:·

"One of the busiest classical venues in the country"
"The Best Jazz venue in the country outside London" .
"An atmospheric venue for rock concerts"
The press have said all these things about The Queen's Hall. We
presently have a number of vacancies for stewards. The work is on
a casual basis and, while the pay is unlikely to make you rich, you
would be working in a friendly environment and can choose which
concerts you want to work at.
If you are interested then please .contact Colin Marr on 668 3456.
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The paintings are all very personal and as such some individuals ·
may have difficulty relating to
them. Still, the colours are
"pretty", the forms "interesting".
~~~e~~e artist; "colour signifies

COMMON CAUSES:
PAINTINGS AND
ORA WINGS BY GILLIAN
FARMER
369 Gallery and
Beck's Bier
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ComIDon Causes

Her paintings are her own ~on-

_u_n_ti_·l_O_ct_o_b_e_r_2_8_____ . clusions, but produced in a form
·

for others to relate to. The draw-

THIS IS a chance to see th~ ings are immediate and spontanework of one of the many ous. They often form the themes
young Scottish artists whom and compositions for the more
Edinburgh Galleries are cur- colourful and textured paintings,
r~ntly highlighting. A 1989 althoug~. the artist's styl~ and
graduate of Glasgow School · compo~1t1on wo~k better m the
of A t th·
·
more simple outhnes of the draw. .
r,, . IS IS . 0 I11 1an ings. Her latest work - "WaterFar~~~ s first maJor solo born requiem for Margaret" is
exh1b1t10n.
signficantly more abstracted than
The figures in her paintings are
part real, part symbolic; resulting
in the creation of stark, highly
emotive images. They are most
often seen in closely knit pairs.
The "Mother and Child" image
forms a major theme in the
artist's work. The paintings reflect
incidents and relationships in the
artist's own life. They are therefore constantly evolving before
the final finished piece is seen.
Yet, with the large, light-filled
drawings, their directness and
simplicity often captures an emotion in a quite different way from
the more fully worked paint_ings.

the earlier, figurative paintings
and is an expression of emotional
response.
The title of the exhibition
"Commoo Causes" needs little
explanation -the artist draws her
ideas from life, her paintings are
her own attempts to find answers
to the "common causes'' experienced by most of us. The exhibition certainly provides an interest
in the artist's ability to create
"common emotions" in the viewer. Primitive, progressive or just
pretentious? - no mater, admission is free.
Victoria O'Brien

touch cerebral in approach on
"There Will Never Be Another
You", which does require slightly
more raw emotion! It has to be
was a : said, however, that on the more
.
.
.
.
up-tempo "How High The
potentI~Hy m1sleadmg title Moon", all requisite ingredients
for th~s groul?. It seems were present - including the
suggestive of either a beer- obligatory quotes from "Ornitholswilling,
rough-and-ready ogy".
Dixieland outfit or a straight "Autumn Leaves" was the cue
· ahead "Art Blakey-ish" hard for the appearance of the rest of
bop combo. The goods that . th~ ~uartet: but apart from the
.
.
bnlhant Bnan Shields on bass,
were m fact dehvered bet- was a slight disappointment. The
tered both. Trumpet player band only really started playing
Alex Poots' style, inspired by together on "My Funny ValenMiles Davis, Chet Baker and . tine", where Poots seemed to add
Kenny Dorham ensured an ~ynton Marsalis to his list _of
evening's jazz that was influences. After that the quahty
thoughtful
conscious of of playin~ only got better and ~etter - thmgs were really cookmg
'
space but had urgency and on Wayne Shorter's "Footprints"
attack where necessary.
which included some fine drumTh~ first offerings were ming from Tommy Boyle, who
supplied- by the duo of Poots on showed himself to be more than ·
flu~elhorn a_n? Haftor Medb0e ~n just an efficient time-keeper.
gu~tar, a pamng that has been m
Even if the quartet had only had
existence for so_me months now. about one hour's practice
The generally la1d-?ack feel of the together they certainly took care
horn wa_s a good fml to the s~perb of business and hopefully Poots'
harmomes
and
quasi-Wes present studies in London will not
Montgomery note-spitting that prevent "Brassneck" becoming a
Medb0e produced. "Stella by more permanent feature in the
Starlight" and the harmon-muted Edinburgh and indeed national
"Round Midnight" were excel- jazz scene.'
'
lent, ~ut Poots was perhaps a
Ed Rees

BRASSNECK
Queen's Hall
October 6.
"BRASSNECK"

CLASSICAL
sco
Queen's Hall
-Oct7
THE SCO heralded the start
of their new season with an
awe-inspmng performance
of Strauss' Metamorphosis
: and Mozart's Serenade no.
10 in Bb, the first complicated, profound and heavy
hearted meditative piece
written by Strauss, evokes the
depression he experienced at
the raid which devastated
Dresden.
Every chord was cultivated, not
a note neglected, each one oozing
with both intensity and despairing

resignation . The most memorable
moment of the work had to be the
almost savage canonic entries at
the ''Motto" theme; each entry
being clear, confident and flawlessly executed. The cello and basses were wonderfully warm and
passionate when quoting the famous tragic Beethoven theme; the
Funeral March of the Eroica Symphony.
The mood of the 2nd half of the
performance completely contrasted the 1st, with Mozart's
Serenade in- Bb for 13 . Wind
Instruments
A long work,
lasting almost 45 minutes and 7
movements in its entirety (it was
later transcribed for wind octet &
string quintet), it is far from
monotonous . Few composers
have matched Mozart's skill in
using instrumental colours, and
this is a particularly outstanding
example of his prowess.

DEREK JARMAN:
NEW WORKS

Richard Demarco GaHery
Until , Octob1:r.28
DEREK Jarman is famous
for his artistic film work, so it
is hardly surprising that his
art ~ork is slightly theatrical.

Saved from being dark and
gloomy by bold red highlights a
sense of movement and most
interestingly humour, her work
0
. _S_7__l_0_'_N_O_R_T_H______ -seemed well received. Particularily interesting is her use of coal as ·
369 Gallery
a medium in "·I 'he Coal Men" and
until November 25
the imposing angle of the bridge
57° 10' NORTH is the geog- twisting across the foreground of
raphical latitude of Aber- "The Bridge to Nowhere".
deen where all five of the Also worth a mention are a
artists graduated from Gray's group of four paintings by
School of art exactly 10 years Graeme Swan~on which attempt
·
th· t·
th . to reflect Scottish scenery and the
ago. D u~mg_ IS ime . ey Northern Lights.

FINE ARTS

Abstract wall plaques drowned
in tan or gold-leaf attack the spectators' visual imaginations, either
shocking or horrifying.
Most of the works are dark, · have mamtamed close lmks
·
.
sombre and foreboding and feawith Aberdeen and with eath , Of the remain!ng thre~ artist~,
.
.
.
the work of Phil Duthie domtture, among others, broken glass,
ot_her ~hdst addm_g an 1mpr~-. nates though, it was reassuring to
condoms and crucifixes, by which
ssIVe hst of cred_1ts to theu . find that I was not the only person
Jarman publicly reveals his sexubiographies. This exhibition '. confused by some of his represen' ality and politics.
marks the survival of the first t tation. Ian Robertson's collages
He tackles being HIV positive
ten years since graduation · are attractive but somewhat
in work such as "Smashing
Times", featuring KY jelly, conand also serves as a reference unoriginal and Brian MacBeath's
doms and a crucifix. He has
point for the future.
~oats and bridges and rivers a~e
.
·ct
h
hable to leave you as flat as hts
scrawled on the broken glass.
. .
.
Ab erd een oes owever seem
His work is not always controvto be the only common ground the . pamtmgs.
ersial: "November Night" for
five have, as their styles are very
Despite it's low points, this
example captures the spark and
varied and presented as they are exhibition is worth a look if not for
imagination of bonfire night, but
in limtied space, the overall living proof that young scottish
is smeared and tarnished as the , impression is a little disjoint~d.
artists can survive, then for Kate
annual ritual of firworks fades
The most-striking work is that Downie's "Rock Lobster & Catch
into boredom over the years.
. of Kate Downie whose predomin- the Gant".:
Through this exhibition Derek
antly monochrome urban scenes
Jarman reveals his talents as
_Eleanor Wood
stand out amid a riot of colour.
painter and sculptor and his art
There were a few problems with
will hopefully get the same size of
low cloud and turbulence, but he
audience as his films.
SNO
Alasdair Kelly
landed safely.
.
Usher Hall
The "final •iece of the proiOctober 6
ramme, Martinu's Symphony No.
Also under the conductorship
,
. 4 was by far the most de~anding
of Jukka-Pekka Saraste, the perIT~ GOOD_ to be ?ack 10 and interestingoftheevenmg. the
formance of this work did Mozart
Edmburgh with the wmd and strings indulged in plenty of Holproud. The 1st movement feathe rain and the first concert Iywood-style lush portamento b~t
tured the theme of an aria in
of the SN O's winter season. also demonstrated their control m
Philidor's "Merchant Ferrant",
It was a night of story-telling: ·some magically st_ill, wa:m chords
and the ensemble expressed the
An overture to a fairy-tale -forty bows m fme_umson. That
snappy witty character of comic
opera Dvor~'s Symphony said there we~e certamly moments
opera. Too add to the variety of
'
.
when the n01ses became confustexture in his works, Mozart used
Poem, The Water Spnte and ing, and possibly even became
to experiment with smaller combiRachmaninov's
Second confused noise. The scherzo, full
natiohs of instruments, as in the
Piano Concerto, the greatest ?f crazy_cro~s_-rhythms, was excitadagio of the 3rd movement, said
sob story of them all.
mgly'hama1smg- Can the SNO
to be one of the loveliest moveHoward Shelley was the vir- really swing? The last word must
ments ever written for wind
tuosic soloist, injecting some life b~ for th~ bass drum who had a
instruments. The SCO played this
and surprises into a piece which vmtage mght. The overture, the
with dignity and expression, prosuffers from over-familiarity. Dvorak, and _the Symphony all
ducing an effect of an incantation.
After appropriately "rapturous called . for vigorous b?uts of
The lastMJovement was noteworapplause" he returned to spin whackm~ h_ell o~t of the btg dru~-thy also, ending cheerfully and
another old yarn in keeping with In an und1stmgmshed start to their
with an almost military tone , the
the predominantly Russian set- ne'Y season the bass dru~mer
· concert ending in a flpurish with
ting, Rimsky Korsakov's fiendish ~hone out as the one on stage havall the instruments brilliantly
"The Flight of the Bumblebee". mg most fun of all.
playing in turn and together.
Harriet Wilson
Gill Stewart

,
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This week: Reviews of The Bear and The Cook, The Thief, His Wife and Her Lover. Plus
a look forward to Kenneth Brannagh's Henry V, and Sunday's Star Trek marathon at the
,Cannon
THE BEAR

Odeon
Dir: Jean-Jacque Arnaud
IF YOU go to see The Bear
expecting it to be in the genre
of either Disney animal films
and cartoons or animal
documentary then you'll be
in for a disappointment.·
Or maybe not. For perhaps the
greatest strength ·of this unique
film is that it adheres to neither of
these genres. Its strength and
appeal relies upon its sensitive
and solid direction, which never
allows the film to lapse into oversentimentalisation of its two starring actors, Kaar, a mature and
paternal Kodiak bear, and an
orphaned bear, who Kaar adopts.
Perhaps closest to the fable
genre than any other, due to the
film's moral, the need for mutual
respect between Man and Nature,
a very contemporary topic, the
film goes beyond it, as realism
reigns supreme. There is a rich
visual texture to this film, ~!most
Netherlandish in its-attention to

detail, which is set in the immense
and spectacular landscape of
British Columbia before the tum
of the century.
The plot is simple. Kaar adopts
the orphaned bear cub. The story,
told from the point of view of the
cub, then revolves around the
dangers and adventures which
both bears experience, whilst
their greatest enemy, Man, symbolised in the gr01,1p of hunters,
puts the bears in constant danger
of death. What we have then is a
story of friendship and survival,
which includes comically entertaining moments resulting from
the antics of its starring characters, and ends in mutual respect
between the hunter and the
hunted.
Simple plot aside, the difficulties involved in a film whose starring actors are two Kodiak bears
are immense. You can't get a bear
to do something it does not want
to do, as Arnaud himself has
made clear. The film, as a result,
took six years to shoot. Thankfully, though, there is only a
minimum of animatonics appa-

COMPETITION RESULTS
A big thankyou to everybody terjee and also S. d. Allen, N.
who entered the competitions, Smith, F. D. Roosevelt, B. Norespecially David Seel whose mod- man, A .. Other. A. N. Wilson
est little entry kept us amused for and T. L. S. Sprigge, who all win a
nearly five or ten seconds. The Filmsoc membership.
The corect answers in the other
caption competition produced
easily the poorest crop of entries comp. were a) sex, lies and videver, the eventual winner being . eotape and b) Rob Lowe. sex, lies
"My name is Blanche Dubois" and videotape t-shirts to David
said by Spock, simply because it Seel, Simon Garner, Steven
was shortest. Well done A. Chat- Archibald, Noel Brotherstone

rent in the finishea film.
There is another difficulty with
the film however. In an attempt,
not only, to convey the action of
the film through the eyes of the
bear cub, but also the bear's subconscious experience, seen in the
two brief dreaming episodes,
where we enter the world of the
sleeping bear, the _ambitions of
the film's director seem to have
over-reached themselves. This is
because the two drcam..-episodes
are too slight to be of value in any
genuine attempt at dealing with
the subconscious and surreal elements of experience, bear and
human alike. Also, a jarring effect
between 11".al and surreal elements
results withm the realistic boundaries that the film otherwise sets
itself. The film's brief detour into
surreal
cinematic technique
doesn't quite, therefore, come
off.
That aside, The bear remains a
powerful, yet subtle, piece of
cinema which whould not be missed.

-

· One of the cuddly stars of The Bear.

Carol Cimming

IF KENNETH Branagh is
feeling at all humbled or
inadequate at being marked
with the "New Olivier" label
then he must truly be .a great
actor.
While some uiay express indignation at the affrontery of the man
who has dared to emulate Sir
Laurence in his single-handed
translation of Shakespeare's
Henvy V into big-screen entertainment - even his lordship
waited until he was in his thirties
before attempting such a feat none can doubt his courage. For
in addition to the daunting task of
setting himself and his film up to
demand comparison with Olivier,
he. has had to negotiate the various pitfalls inherent to any
attempt to film Shakespeare.
With Shakespeare the audience
is always at an advantage - they
already know the plot, and very
often the dialogue too. Any rendition which offers nothing more
than a costumed cast reciting the
bard's script, no matter how competent the production, will inevitably be greeted by a colelctive cry
of "So what's new?" The 1953
MGM version of Julies Caesar
with Gielgud, Mason and Brando
· suffered from this; despite impre• ssive performances and a generous Hollywood budget, people
were left bemoaning the lack of
. an)'_ ~ea! originality.

On the stage, the peculiarly Vin 1944," if people were provided
intimate relationship which an with a realistic scenario and crediactor can develop with his audi- ble down-to-earth characters,
ence allows him the opportunity they would simply ask "Well why
of conquering their reservations are they talking so funny?!"
and earning their plaudits through
Roman Polanski achieved a
sheer strength and conviction of commendable compromise with
performance alone. The cinema, his blood-and-guts production of
in contrast, is far more impersonal Macbeth in 1971. by avoiding
and such a mesmeric rapport can traditional Shakespearean caricaonly very rarely be achieved, and ture (with no monstrous tyrants
the film director must therefore nor malevolent temptresses) and
tum to other strategies in order to playing down the intricacy of the
stifle the public's yawns. Orson language in favour of detail of
Welles' admirable though mis- action (Shakespeare himself was
guided "the play's the thing!" not averse to a little gore and wanemphasis on the power and poetry ton violence) and less extreme
of the verse in his celluloid characterisation, he gave us MacShakespeares (Macbeth in 1948 beth more as a quasi-historical
and Othello three years later) may thriller than as 'a historinic melodwell have worked in the theatre, rama.
but on the screen its impact is Olivier's imagination may well
largely diluted. Many people pre- have been in tune with William
ferred to occupy themselves by . Shakespeare's, but whether that
giggling at the absurd accents.
of Kenneth Branagh is remains to
The cinema's major trumph be seen. To succeed with Shakescard over the theatre as a medium peare on the stage, as Branagh
is its facility to project a sense of undoubtedly has, is one thing, but
realism which cannot be conveyed the bard can prove to be surprisfrom the stage. Unfortunately this ingly camera-shy. The way things
profits the prospective Shakes- are going, we shall have ample
pearean film director little; the opportunity to judge. The suspi- .
plays have a quintessentially cion is that Sir Ken (well, give it a
theatrical and surreal quality eyar or two) is already on the hunt
which defies a literal approach. for spare skulls and practisinghis
Olivier's success in his film ver- Danish accent and rumour has it
sions of Shakespeare can be attri- that he was r:cently with a large
-buted iv no small part to his lump on his back complaining
acknowledgement of this - as he about the weather. Doesn't like
said at th_e time of his own Henry the winter, it appears ...
Bill Dale

0

Yahoo Serious is

YOUNG EINSTEIN (PG)
The amazing wonder from Down Under.
Sep Perfs 1.15, 3.40, 6.00, 8.30

He was their inspiration- he made their lives extraordinary.
ROBIN WILLIAMS

DEAD POETS SOCIETY (PG)

€)'
- Mel Gibson

Showing at 5.45 and 8.15.

Danny Glover

The magic is back.

LETHAL WEAPON 2 (15)

a great week of double-bills
from the Film Society ...

"Great• ... "Spectacular" ... "magical" ... • Astonishing"
The Cinema Event of the Year

THE BEAR (PG)

thurs 12 oct -george square theatre

Showing daily at 12.15, 2.25. 4.35, 6.45, 8.55.

Sep Perf2.05, 5.05, 8.05

Afternoons Only- Two Classic animated adventures for the whole family.

'£1.

K-9 (12)
Sep Perf 2.15, 5.15, 8.15.
NOT SHOWING ON SUNDAY ·
SUN 15th OCT at 12 noon (open 11.45
am) STAR TREK MARATHON. Star
Trek I (12.00), Star Trek 2 (2.20), Star
Trek 3 (4.25), Star Trek 4 (6.20) and the
new Star Trek 5 (8.40). Ends 10.30 pm.
Admission £5; Children £3.

6.45pm

ASTERIX AND THE BIG FIGHT (U)

James Belushi
Mel Harris
Meet the two toughest cops in town.
One's just a little smarter than the other.

B.4opm

Plus from the makers of 'The Snowman'

Subway
Bett_y Blue

GRANPA(U)
Complete programmes daily 1.45 and 4.00.
Evenings Only: RICHARD PRYOR

sun 15 oct -george square theatre

GENE WILDER

SEE NO EVIL, HEAR NO EVIL (15)

6.45pm

Showing at 6.15 and 8.40.

***

***

SEATS BOOKABLE FOR ALL PERFORMANCES
Box Office open 11 am-7 pm. Acces/Visa Hotline 668 2101.

Coming soon Odeon 4 and Odeon 5
ODEON CLOSED WEEKDAY AFTERNOONS WHILE WORK IS IN PROGRESS

***

THE ODEON SHOP***
Cut Price Cigarettes (eg B&.H 1.46 Berkeley 1.31 etc.),
New video films - Posters- T-shirts - Books - Cards
HOT FOOD AND DRINKS and BASKIN ROBBINS Ice cream
available from the kiosk. SHOP and KIOSK open from 11 am daily.

Membership is still open join now while you can!!
Just come along early
to any show

8.40pm

The Big Easy
Some Like it Hot .

tues 17 oct -pleasance theatre
6.45pm It Happened One Night
w,,,,. Arsenic and Old Lace
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The -boldness of Gre·enaway's

from the wreckage a couple of

IT WOULD be easy to do a years later with new sets, a new
hatchet job on the Star Trek format and presumably a new
series and films if it were not scriptwriter (the original one prewith precise accoracy, but he
for the mere fact that without sumably having been burned out
more than compensates with his
them, my urbane, staid and on acid years ago), they got it
unihibited · originality, and the
miserable childhood would right. The film was actually a
thrilling vigour bfhis style.
sequel to one of the original TV
have · been just a little bit episodes, and film number III
Andrew Mitchell _ more urbane, staid and . . . continued in the same vein via a
well, miserable. When other few births, deaths, marriages,
six year olds were leaning rebirths etc. (Yes, I admit I wept
over the garden fence trying as the Enterprise ploughed to its
to get a peek of Kirsty doom throug~ the upp~r atmosSmith's knickers I was hud- phere of an ahen planet hght years
.
'
.
from home), but then that's showdied m front of the TV cnng- · biz folks. Film number IV in an
ing in horror every ~ime more ing~nious move turned green as
than two people tned to get the crew headed backwards in
through the door of the time in order to pick up a couple
enterprise bridge before it of (then extinct blue wh~les_whic~
shut. "someday soon," I turned out to?~ a supenor mtel~th
ht "th ,
· t b gence (how d1ff1cult can that be.)
oug ,
ere. sd gm~~ 0 e from another planet required to
a very nasty acc1 ent.
save the earth.

THE COOK, THE THIEF, husband with one of those mys- artistic strokes and the sweeping
ms WIFE AND HER terious stranger types. Their lust ' breadth of his canvas prevent him
LOVER
develops into something more · from hitting his thematic targets
____________

Filmhouse

1

obviously

meaningful,

but

i~

· always tinged with a hint of unre- ·

------------

Dir. Peter Greenaway
THAT PETER Greenaway
is a vastly talented director is
beyond doubt: it is the inaccessibility of his previouswork (Drowning By Numbers, for example) that has
denied him real public recognition. He may well achieve it
with this film which is
remarkable not only for his characteristic
imaginative
flair but also for the compelling quality of its narrative.

ality, and the macabre repurcussions of the Wife's actions leave
the audience wtmdering whether
a truly happy sexual relationship
is possible to achieve.

The film achieves its effects by
the use of metaphor on a grand
scale, and explores man's selfishness and hatred, and the nature of
sexual relationships. It bulges
with imagery: food, animals and
colours are among the means
exploited to deepen the director's
poetic vision. The grotesquely
stunning final image will not be
easily exorcised from the mind. ·

'T he celluloid resurrection of
the series about ten years ago
almost was a very nasty accident.
Instead of going for a high budget
copy of the series, the first movie
looked like some sort of acid casualty with it's hideously murky
interior shorts of the bridge and a
wierdly incomprehensible script
that left a nasty adolescent stain
all over my cherished memories of
the original series.
When Stark Trek II emerged

It is each time that Micheal
Gaunton occupies the screen that
the film really fires, and he has
created a truly monstrous character in the form of the vulgar,
greedy Thief, who represents one
, of Greenaway's incidental sideswipes at Thatcher's Britain.
The childish vanity and vicious
J.ealousies of the Thief incite him
to batter his Wife into silent servility , and her only means of retain-

So if the dilithium crystals .
aren't completely shagged out by
now, and if James t. Kirk manages
to halt the startling transmgrification which appears to be making
him fatter while his hair gets
darker (I hear he looks like Oliver
hardy in the next film), there is no
reason why the series shouldn't go
on searching the frontiers of creation where no other sci-fi series
has gone before.
Maxton Walker

Of note ...

with an utterly unmissable pairing
FILMSOC present a couple of of It Happened One Nigh{ and •
good double bills this week, start- Arsenic and Old Lace, two woning with The Big Easy and Some derful comedies and a delight for
Like It Hot on Sunday at George eyes that see and ears that hear.
Sq. Theatre. The former is a laid
The Filmhouse have a quiet ,
back, sexy thriller spoilt only by week on this front, with Battleship
the ending, whilst the latter has to
Potemkin, although easilv one of
rank as one of the great comedies the most important films ever made,
of the fifties and possibly of all is only really necessary for film
historians
time. The follow this on Tu

· I 1· b. Th. f
Micheal Gambon as th'e soc1a -c 1m mg 1e _.

.

·Edinburgh .University Studen-ts' 'Association -

.

Bye - Elections and 1st Year Elections
Thursday 26th October 1989

Association-Wide position
Deputy President
(Lai2h Year available)

Union 1st Year Representatives
Chambers Street House
2 seats

Teviot Row House

Mandela Centre House
2 seats

Students' Representative Council

2 seats

Faculty Councils
Law Students' Council
1st Year
2nd Year
3rd Year

Accommodation Convener
1st Year Representative~
Arts

Law
Medicine
Science
Social Science
Postgraduates (all Faculties)

3 scats
1 scat
1 seat

4th Year
Diploma
Non Graduating

4 seats

2 seats

Medical Students' Council
3 seats
1st year
2nd Year
3 seats

4 seats

Faculty Representative Vacancies
1 seat
1 seat

Arts Postgraduate
Divinity
Medicine Undergraduate 2nd and subsequent
years
Science Postgraduate

2seats

Social Science Poslgraduate
Veterinary Medicine

1 seat
1 seat

3 seats
2 seats
3'!.eats
I seat
2 scats
I seat

lseat

3rd Year
4th Year

3 seats
3 seats

BSc
Phase III

1 seat

1 seat

Social Science Students' Council
Secretary

Treasurer
4

Nomination (onns are available in the Association Office, Union Houses (Reception Desks), and Union Shops.' Completed nomination
forms must be returned to Reception in the Students' Association Offices not later than 1pm. on Thursday 19th October 1989.
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THURSDAY
GHOST DANCE
9 pm; Carlton Studios; 556 7066
Goth to go, or not?
RIVER CITY PEOPLE
9 pm; The Venue; 557 3073
Are there any more "river" bands to be
launched upon us?

•

INTERNATIONAL -FOLK CONCERT,
7.30 pm; Netherbow Arts Centre, High St
556 9579
Folk artists from South America and Europe in
a celebratory evening of international folk
music in aid of peasant farmers in the
Phillipines.

GENE CLARK
9 pm; Preservation Hall; 226 3816
Former Byrds vocalist in rare solo appearance.
ALTO CIRRUS, SLURPY GLOOP
&PRESENCE
The Venue; 5577066
Three rock bands from Fife, not for the sober!
FJAERE NILSSON
9.45 pm; Negociants; 225 6313
Swedish American folk singer.
SEVEN ELEVEN
Trader Vic's; 225 6569
Blues and rock favourites.

.

DONEGAL FIDDLERS
8 pm; Richard Demarco Gallery
Blackfriars Street; 557 0707
Ten lively Irish fiddlers.

TUESDAY

SUNDAY

J..C. FLINT BAND
Negociants; 225 6313 .
TRANSVISION VAMP
9 pm; Glasgow Barrowlands
Prepare to pout.

MOSHPIT CLUB
10 pm-3 am; The Venue, Calton Road
557 3073
.
Live thrash and disco. No Babycham drinkers
here, matey!

clubs
THURDAY
SHAG
10 pm-3 am; The Mission, Victoria St;
£1.50
Snog-city for courtin' couples with some boppy
music thrown in.
RED HOT PEPPER CLUB
10 pm-3 am; 56 Fountainbridge; 229 7733.._
£1.50 before 11.30 pm; £2.50 after
Latest in saucy pop with a resident band.
CAFE ST JAMES
8 pm-1 am; 25 St James Centre; 557 2631
Happy hour 8 pm-9 pm.
THE AMPHITHEATRE
10 pm-3 am; 31 Lothian Rd; 229 7670
£1 before 11 pm; £2 after
Boogie-woogie.

FRIDAY
MARLEY'S
10 pm-3 am; Shady Ladies, Cowgate
. 225 6569; £2
ROCK NIGHT
9 pm-3 am; Madison's, Greenside Place
_
557 3807; £1 before 11 pm; £2 after
Shy, reserved types. Spinal Tap to the fullest.

SCOTTISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
7.45 pm; Queen's Hall; 668 2019
Turina, Ravel, Rodrigo and Falla. Guitarist
Eduardo Fernandez and baritone Benjamin
Luxon, conducted by Raphael Fruhbeck de
Burgos.

'BIKINI CLUB
8 pm-midnight; The Kasbar; Free
Resident band The Spooks contribute to the
'60s punk and psychedelia in the Kasbar.

ROOTLOVE
Pelican; 225 5413

BUSTER BROWN'S
11 pm-3.30 am; 25-27 Market St; 226 4224
£2.75; half-price entry and drinks before
midnight.

THE BROTHERS
9.30 pm; Preservation Hall; 226 3816
Rock residents.
BER ODA SWING
9 pm; Maxie's Bistro
Jazz trio with female violinists.
FOLK AT L' A TT ACHE
9 pm; L'Attache, basement of Rutland.Hotel
Ooo, it's night gradly!
KEVIN TAIT
9.30 pm; Candlemaker Arms
Folk singing entertainer.

TEVIOT MEGADISCO
Evening; Teviot Row Union
Bring matric card
... Or whatever it's called this year, but why
not make it an anagram of "Cattle Market"?

OC>OTLOVE
Negociants; 225 6313
FAITH NO MORE
9 pm; Venue; 55.7 7066
Not a dirty job, f?,ut they're getting to do it.
THE WONDER STUFF
9 pm; Glasgow Barrowlands
Groovy stuff from the eight-legged wonders.

SUNDAY
THE WONDER STUFF
9 pm; Glasgow Barrowlands
I'll be Groove Bound, yeh!

JESUS JONES
9 pm; The Venue; 557 7066
Go forth and let it fly?

RHYTHM 'N' BOOZE
10 pm-3 am; The Venue, Calton Road
557 3073; £1/£2

Wednesday 18th
THEDEEP .
10.30 pm-3 am; The Mission, Victoria St
£2
Acid -well, it was, but now there's jazz and
soul.
REGGAE NIGHT
7 pm-2 am; Negociants, Bristo Sq;
225 6313; Free

exhibs
BOURNE FINE ART
4 Dundas Street; 557 4050
Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm; Sat 10 am-1 pm
Jennifer Wood
7-21 Oct
.
Still life in oils and gauche from m1d-70s to
present day.

CITY ART CENTRE
2 Market Street; 225 2424 ext 6650
.
Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm
Raymond Mason: Sculptures and Drawings
Until 11 Nov
Figurative sculptures.
Wilhelmina Barns-Graham:
Retrospective 1940-89
7 Oct-18 Nov
110 works chosen by the artist and Douglas
Hall.

EDINBURGH COLLEGE OF ART
Lauriston Place; 229 9311
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm
1st Year Exhibition
Until 31 Oct

SATURDAY
ROCK CLUB
10 pm-4 am; The Venue, Calton Road
557 3073
,-Live bands and disco.

SATURDAY
MEGA CITY F6UR
Carlton Studios; 556 7066

MELTING POT
10 pm-3 am; Red Hot Pepper Club
56 Fountiaribridge; 229 7733
£150 before 11.30 pm; £2.50 after.

KANGAROO CLUB
~0.30 pm-3 am; The Mission, Victoria St
£2
Bopular granny of clubs.
IBE IM.MIGRANT CLUB
10.30 pm-3 am; Shady Ladies, Cowgate
225 6569; £2
New refurbished alternative club.
RED HOT
Red Hot Pepper Club, 56 Fountainbridge
229-7733; £3 before 11.30 pm; £4-after
Dance, charts etc.

CINDERELLA ROCKERFELLAS
9 pm-2 am; 99 St Stephen St; 556 0266
£3 before 10.30 pm; £3.50 after
Discomania.

THUNDERBALL11 pm-5 am; Assembly Rooms, George St
In aid- of Edinburgh Rape C~sis.

THE FRUITMARKET GALLERY
Market Street; 225 2383
Mon-Sat 10 am-5.30 pm; Sun 1-5.30 pm
Gillian Ayres
7-19 Oct. A selection of her circular paintings.

NETHERBOW
43 High Street; 556 9579
Mon-Sat 10 am-4.30 pm
"Here and There"
lngebjorg Smith's pictorial diary recoreds of
'her travels.
.
4-28 Oct.

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS
Botanc Gardens; 557 7171
Exchibition Mon-Sat 10 am- 5 pm:
Sun H am-5 pm, Inverleith House
Aborigines of the Amazon:The Yan0Ji1man
4 Oct-16 Nov

TALBOT RICE ART GALLERY
Old College, Univ of edinburgh
South Bridge; 667 1011
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm
"There to Remain"
Ancient books, manuscripts and drawings
from the University Librarty.
Until 18 Novbember.
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theatre
BEDLAM

Forrest Road; 225 9893
"V"
Thurs 12-Sun 15 Oct; 7.30 pm
. .
Eye Level !heatre perform a dramatJsat10n of
Tony Harnson's poem.
£3 (£2.50/£2)
KING'S THEATRE

2 Leven Street; 229 1201
"SCOTLAND THE WHAT?"
. Until Sat 14 Oct; 7.30 pm
£4-£7

ANGLICAN CHAPLAINCY
1.05 pm; JCMB, Room 3215
.· Bible study and lunch.
!ANGsoc·
· 7.30 pm; Chaplaincy Centre
Guest speaker.
Wednesday 18 October
CHAPLAINCY Centre

· 1.20 pm; Chapel
Holy Communion and short sermon.
BREATHLESS
Evening; Potterrow Union
Potters' Disco
Would Societies please have information into
the Student offices by 1 pm, Monday.

TRAVERSE

112 West Bow, Grassmarket; 226 2633
"HECUBA"
A re-working of Euripedes" revenge drama by
Stewart Conn.
Fri 13-Sun 15 Oct ; 7.30 pm
£4.75 (£2.50)
CANNON

ROYAL LYCEUM

Grindlay Street; 229 9697
"GHOSTS"
Fri 6-Sat 21 Oct
Tickets at box office and Ticket Centre,
Waverley Bridge.

events

1. Lethal Weapon 2 (15)
2.05 pm, 5.05 pm, 8.05 pm
Mel- hunk- Gibson heaves around shooting
people, shooting more people, etc. etc.
2. K-9 (PG)
2.15 , 5.15, 8.15
An alsatian epic.
3. Erik the Viking (12)
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
John Cleese in an "adventure comedy" with a
cameo from Eartha Kitt.
Star Trek Marathon (PG)
I , II , etc . . . V-thelatest. Starting at 12noon,
then 2.20 pm, 4.25 pm, 6.20 pm, 8.40 pm finishing at 10.30 pm. £5. Take a sleeping bag.
· Prices for students - Monday only student
discount with matric card.
DOMINION
Newbattle Terrace; 447 2660

Thursday 12th Oct
LES ESCOGRIFFES
12.30 pm; French Dept, 60 George Sq
Lunch and auditions for the Christmas play.

1. Land Before Time (U)
1.45, 3.15
Nasty villains and morals in this Disney
adventure.

Friday 13th Oct
TEVIOT MEGADISCO
E vening; Teviot Row Union: Free

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (PG)
5.15, 8.15
Hurrah! The quest for the Holy Grail takes
Indy and his daddy across the world again,
fighting the Nazis and spine-tingling puns!
2. Return of the Musketeers (PG)
2.10, 5.10
See No Evil, Hear No Evil (18)
Complete performance 8.10 pin
Richard Pryor and Gene Wilder in an action·
packed comedy.
3. When the Whales Come (15)
2, 5, 8pm
Prices for students are £1. 70 for all
performances except evening performances in
cinema 3.

TEVIOT PARK ROOM DISCO
Evening; Park Room; Free
EU FOOTBALL SUPPORTERS ASSOC
6 pm; Ochil Room , Pleasance
Monday 16th Oct
GREAT HIGHLAND BAGPIPE SOCIETY
8-10 pm; Ochil Room, Pleasance
Recital at 9 pm; tuition available.
Tuesday 17 Oct
HIGHLAND SOCIETY
1-2 pm; Balcony Room, Teviot
Gaelic for beginners.

"ODEON

COMSOC
7.30 pm; Deacon Brodie's
"Alcohol for Answers" night-remember that
in June .

Clerk Street; 667 7332
2. The Bear
Dead Poets' Society
3. Asterix and the Big Fight
See No Evil, Hear No Evil
Times to be confirmed .
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GOOD MORNING George Square! Back again with another box o(
visual delights, and sumptuous viewing- but enough about me-what
of the TV?
Well - spot Dennis Healey selling the Socialist Worker outside
Potterrow. Yes, the bushy-eyed boffin was a Communist(!) at Oxford
- "Double Oh I Did the Dirty Work" (Thursday 12th, BBC2)- "The
Dennis Healey Story", for up-and-coming · revolutionary agitators
everywhere.
"The Secret Beyond the Door" (BBC2, 13th) - a Fritz Lang film
involving a psychotic individual involved with the silly woman who
married him - men eh?
A new seri~s of "Saturday Night Clive" can be relied on (as usual),
with Mel Brooks - oh Clive! So cute and cuddly-yet with a sharpnay, sardonic tongue.
"House of B-imboo" (Sat 14th, BBC2) sounds . . . wooden(?)
Bros? Who? Only joking! Love 'em (BBCl, 15th) "Bros in 2
Summer" - Luke and the other one pose such philosophical enigmas
as "When Will I Be Famous?" Can't live with them - can't Ivie with
them.
But what of some nice, light entertainment - "The Famous Teddy
Z" (BBC2, 17th, 9 pm) -with Jon Cryer (Ducky) - well, he's cute,
i and I'm watching it (and so's Alex).
Sam Hynd

Lothian Road; 229 3030

E dinburgh Playwrights' Workshop
Every Thursday from 5 Oct. New plays are
given their first professional reading in public.
Thurs 12 Oct: "Rose's Boys"'m by edward
Alkan Miller.
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IG GUIDE
, HERE GOES another weekend of gigs, kids, and there's a varied and
intriguing selection of combos heading your way.
On Friday night at the Calton Studios there's Ghost Dance who, of
course, have never been goths in their lives. Doubtless they will be
promoting their new album Stop the World. Also on Friday there are
boring, clean-cut young Scottish things the River City People probably
feeling a tad out of place in the seedy dilapidation that is the good old
_
Venue.
Saturday at the Calton Studios sees the exhausting Mega City Four
playing about their 532nd gig of the year. As ever they should be great
entertainment with their relentlessly energetic late '70s thrashy punky
pop. Meanwhile at the Venue, American metal funksters Faith No
More peddle their wares, and you can decide whether lovable exfrontman Chuck was irreplaceable or not. Alternatively, you can go
and see manic French folkies Les Negresses Vertes, who are assaulting
the Queen's Hall.
Over in Glasgow, fun-loving popsters The Wonderstuff play the
Barrowlands on Saturday and Sunday, hot on the release of Hup, their
second LP.
On Monday, the Queen's Hall hosts a Scottish AIDS Research
Appeal benefit gig. The bands are Malcosa, Green Isaac, The.
Elevators, Boxing Clever and The Freddie lary Ensemble and the
compere is Bobby Main from Radio Forth. Go along and give them all
your money, even if you haven't a bloody clue who any of the bands are
(not that I don't, of course). Also, there are rumours of~ Guthrie St~eet
Blast benefit gig, and Goodbye Mr Mackenzie just might be playmg;
however, there is nothing definite arranged as yet. Still, if the rumorus
are true, be sure to give it your full support.
Stephen Barnaby
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Cl.ASS FILMS ALWAYS IN STOCKCHECK US OUTI
Branches at•
36 West Preston Street
19 Henderson Row

136 Marchrnont Road
20 Roseburn Terrace

If ~NER HOME VDEO
• Trademark of Warner Bros. lnc.C, Av.ARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

•

Dick Champion was· TOUG~! A
SPUD of a man! He had to be. He was a
Royal Bank of · Scotland Manager!
..CASH!!!" he roared, hugging a
packet. .,I LOVE IT!" Then, tipping ~is
toupe to a rakish angle, he
fingered his button and
laughed.
And thafs when Pat .
squeezed in. She · was a
student. She had a hairdo
and several boxing _trophies~
"OOOF!" gasped Dick,
clocking
he.r
GRANT
CHEQ.UE...01!" he yelled.
··01z IT!" ..Why ... ?" she .
went throbbily, noticing
him. He was the first
REAL Bank Manager she'd
ever met. ..We'll give you a
FREE OVERDRAFT . of
up to TWO HUNDRED

AND FIFTY QUID!" Dick relaxed
unexpectedly.. ..PLUS! Interest on
your Current Account!"
.
.,CRIKEY!" Pat shuddered noisily.
.. Are all Bank Managers lik~ you?"
Dick bit a quid and ripped
out his wallet. .,Fat chance
. ·. . PAL! What other bank
would
give
you ...
THESE!" Snarling, he .
brandished FOUR FREE
BIG BLUE BEAUTIES,
legally.
·
"OOOF!!!" Pat gasped
bashfu Ily...FIVE RS!"
Then, eagerly opening her
account, catapulted out.
Dick wilted behind his
desk a tear in his eye. It was
a joyless, thankless, profitless job. But it was worth it.
OFFICIAL!
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The Royal Bank of Scotland
Offer open to first year full time students opening an account and depositing a grant cheque or providing proof that tuition fees are being paid by SED or a LEA.
Overdraft up to £250. For further information write to: The Royal Bank of Scotland pie, 36 St Andrew Square, Edinburgh EH2 2YB.

